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CHAPTER 1

MTRODUCTION

The home, school, church and peer grobp are generally recognized as the major

variables of the environment which interactively influence the educational

outcOmes of individuals and their emergence as members of society. Yete in-
.

creasingly the mass media, especially television, is exerting an impact on

the development of individuals and the formation of their behaviour and atti-
tudes. Most children in devvloped coun$ries have easy access to the television

set, they accept it and use it as a normal part of their living and their use
of it begins.in preschool yetrso Its importance to children and the actual

and potential impact that it has, is well recognized by adults who form press--

ure groups to attempt to influence the content and quality of the programs, by

governmc-ts who institute inquiries into its effect and impact and legislate

for its control, by teachers who devise curricula around the medium and by

business interests who piich their advertisements at the child audience.

Television is relatively of recent orikin and its entrance into the home

has occurred within the last three decades in all countries, and yet it is

hard to imagine a single media development, apart from the printed word, which

has had more impacx on the daily lives of individuals: In Australia television

commenced in Sydney and Nelbourne towards the end of 1956 and colour trans-

mission officially began in March 1975. A recent survey (George Patterson

Report, April, 1976) suggests that as at December 1975 all but 2-3 per cent

of Australian homes can receive television transmissions and that approximately
94 per cent of all homes in Australia have at least one television set. Another
audience survey (McNair Anderson Associates, 1977) shows that 60 per cent,of

Melbourne homes have a colour television set and 25 per cent have more than one
set.

When televisinn made its dramatic entrance into the home, it was greeted

with mild to strong reactions with many of the early reactions tending to be

extreme, particularly when the focus of attention was the possible impact of

this new and powerful medium on children. On the one hand, attitudes were
fraught with anxiety and panic. Television would be harmful to children:

family life would decline, school work would suffer, eyesight would deteriorate,

values would be eroded, children's taste debased, their behaviour would become

addictive oand withdraum, and delinquency and juvenile crime.and violence would

increase. On the other hand, attitudes were filled with aspiration for the

nevi medium as a powerful instrument for the education and entertainment of

1
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children and adults. Television would become the 44indow of the world'

stimulating children's interests and curiosity in the world about them by

bringing to theT, in their home, realistic visual experiences not able to

be obtaineed by other media. Since ,ts inception the impact of television

on children has been subject to a good deal of research and comment to the

point that a great deal is now known about its nature and influence'although

there still remains a good deal .to 'be .done. It is apparent in the, literature

that many of the early extreme attitudes have levelled off with the pure value

judgements and glib opinions being replaced by judgements based on research

and legitimate analysis. During the past 30 years, there'have been sev.eral

major studies covering a wide range of issues involved in children"s relation-.

eship to television (Himmelwei., Oppenheim and Ance, 1958; Sehramm, Lyle and.

Parker, 1961; Furu, 1971) and hundreds of smaller-scale investigations on

specific aspects, many f,f which have remained unpublished.

Governments too have shown their coneern about the potential impact of

television on the behaviour and educational outcomes of ch4i0 ldren: In the

last decade there has been an ingniry in the United States into.the impact

of televised violence on children (Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory

Committee on Television and Social Behaviour: Report, 1972); a Royal

Commission in Canada investigated violence in the communications industry

(16yal Commission on Violence in the Communications Industry: Report, 1977);

and in Australia a Senate Standing Committee has just published its report

on an inquiry into the impact of television on the development and learning

behaviour of children (Senate Standing Committee on Education.and the Arts:

Report, 1978).

The research literature in the area seems td-fall into broad ktoupa

according to the kinds of questions which are posed by the researchers about

children's relationship with television: descriptions of viewing baavioug;
\

factors influencing television viewing behaviour; impact of televisioo on '

children's leisure and:other activities; children's tastes in and redction

to the content of television programs; and the impact of television on

children's values, knowledge, physical and mental health, and social,behaviour

have been the major iss4es for researchers. However', in Australia, although

it has been over twenty years since television transmission began there has

been a dearth of serious and professionally conducted research into the area;

There have been some notable exceptions in Campbell and Keogh (1962) and
,

Clark and 011ey (1958), 011ey (1962) and Belson (1967), and in recent years.

there has-been somewhat of an upsurge of interest (Powell, 1971; Hammond
4. 4
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and Glestr, 1971; Tindall and Reid, 1975; Emery and Emery, 1975; Clark,

1975; Tindall, Reid and Goodwin, 4977; Edgar, 1977; Murray and Kippax, 1977).

The studies by Tindall, Reid and Goodwi.. of Sydney children from 5 to

18 years have provided valuable bench mark data on which to assess the im-

eplication of overseas research for Australia, and were u. lerteken largely

out of concern for the lack cif Australian data relating to use of television

by children and the impact of the medium on them. In a series of questions

for further research Tindall and Reid (1975) suggesvp6: 'To what extent

are so io-economic status, intelligence, school achievement and peer group

stan ds reflected in television viewing?' as an important questiorf for

further investigation.

The Senate Standing Committee also expaessed its concern over the lack

of Australian reseirch in this area and recommended that research into the

alleged harmful effects of television on the lekrning behaviourof children

be givem a high priority. It is also proposed to. take up these two important

%skies in this study.

In addition, with fhe development of the computer and the development

of statistical techniques which enable the analysis of complex sets of data,

it is now possible to examine the way variables act on each other directly,

and indirectly through other mediating variables, with these variables taken

either individually or in sets. The techniques of path analysis, which

employs multiple regression, and canonical correlation analysis will be

used in this investigation to tease out such relationships as they apply in

the area of children's television behaviour.

The purposes of the study are threefold.

1 To provide a description of the pattern of television viewing behaviour
p.

for Grade 6 children in state primary schools withilon fhe metropolitan

area of,Melbourne.

To examine in an Australian context the nature of the relationship

betweel home background, peer group association, intelligence and

self esteem as predictors of television viewing behaviour and to

distinguish the direct effect of the predictors anki their indirect

effect through intervening variables.

3 To examine in'an Austialian context the relationship between television

viewing behaviour and school achievement.

41
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kitAFTER

'kV. Mt OF PRE% IOUS RiSLARCH

;4" Chapter 1:111 covismence with a survey of the vesearc" that hio. heon

ducted ihto diildrtn's pattern of televiston vieuin and th* factor% which

have Win suggestpd to expixan the differences In the television behaviour

.of hilacen. Me Chapter will then proceed to examine the previous research

which has investigated the relationships t?etQeen tolevisan viewi and

sc huo l per to nc e

flehav Orr

The pattern of t eh:v.1%40n slowing ts a fascinating Area of study for social

ic.entists /t:effers a situation wher1;.the stimulu$, the televis:Gn pro-

gramming, tc i:oiliopn tor veiy Large numbers of persons of all ages. hut the

tesponse to tha5 itilu& differs from famil,- to family and-within

Aron In-dtv piths 1\lo )ndg.11.tol sal stentts have 4.ought to eXplain

the dtfferems,. n rfsponce6 and to suinnst vxplanations in the relevant

4 4 I And p%YchoingiLal factors wheh winge upon behaviour. . Two responses

whi<11 researc qt. wtrkerA hAve sought to explain have been the amount of viewing

; and t kg program prtf C Of the Ind adua I and with recpeit tt3 chiAdren

the taktors whiLh have liven presente.! ai p0541ble ;ontributors in explainIng

the ditto:tem:v., on awaint of viewing atul progran Otot.:e Include, age,

w. 1r r 1 1 4144.. e , fan I I. and 3 ) r 3 a 4.:inih1114., per mln:a lit
t.aiqg And ps.v,..h.oiogt.,:4: ...I)111.1-4ent

Vt.

. .9

In the earl. stagoo -,..Irr led out won Atter i tx Advent ot Tel ev 1 Ion, It

16.1.i 1.0,,,i.!v ts, ,ompare 'ample.. !,ctorv And after the introdu%t ton of tele.

..s,s..,e. ,..t t, ..lo.parr -..,Nmt,t,nit.te, 1.tt!.. trick 1%tnts loth ormunt.i.:, lotthout

tele. sc:0!. I .. ...--p? t o : , .. In :3tcr ,:tqa ,,,, ,arrle opt when t hr penetration

-17

( l'N t*: - t ! r i.. o'N : : C.!: tipr..4 :,. 0,01 1 O.: ; tI . e t ! tlt ht/C11.4 t 1.14. 1 ?IV e'S i lg.-t t or 1,

,..

I.I.1!(-.1 t!14: Illsrot -! .0. '4! I /43. ; ;t:t *1 ttl tic.t} 1, .. it"*.t:i en ! t hr part IL .4 r

..,, s.); .1! :14, ; hq,I.,: t. _I z. i. It 3,."0 c .1 KO. ; It l'i: 11/ 1 0.1 1:1. 1. .:T;,tr tl'...ere,. Neel :nR

to ..t11 ;I' !SIC .: 1 f t x : 1 n C I :: II 4- 1 t , ; ( 41:: , ,

Fikat )..;.irer t 4 i i 1.01 II. t:t tiont:
. .

; 13 v! 1. 4 t ' :13 t t t yr; .14 %to! ! 0 ! i
t 4. *)# I 4 4. 41-* t".4 i t f :71.* 4 yr' t !1.- t

i`.1. "t!-- . 1'.4' StIt.! .)1 t T.C1, - 1 t Z ;A! 1
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of levision. The typical child in the first lb ytars of his tife,.sperids-
e

at least. as.imieh time in front Of the television set as he does in front of

his teichers at school. Television is.accepted by the child as e normal part

of.every day life. Viewing,egins eaey and by. the ago of three the average..

child is ',treacly afilLing fairly regular use of televisioh.

The study by Utameleeit, Oppenheim and Vince 4195R) in the United leingdom

foundthat television watching by both the 10 to 11 und L. ro 14 'Put age groups

averaged 11 to 0 hours per week or lust under teo hours per day and.that the

children %pent more time on.television viewing than any other single.leisure

activity. There apptared to be ao significant difference in the amount of

television viewed by the younger and older children but younger children

eaLc.hcd_nore ..bildten!s telreisjon and.less, eveOng television .than.adoles-

cents. Most children viewed fairly selectively and regularly cOnsulted the

viewing guides. li was suggested that the popular .pqcture °tithe child

glued to the television s'et did not fit the facts.- A German survey (Muletyke,

1!..691 showed an aserage figure of between 7 and 8 hours per week for person%

age 15, to 20 sears. ttawrver. surve in 4orth America Mid Australia have

revealed that much mote time vas devoted to television. Schramm. Lyle and

Parker Wel' provided the following figures for 4orth America.

A ;bild who has begun to use trituisiOP by age thrre tepically
le,ys it ahoUt A!. minutes a weekday (Monday through Friday). Hy

age fi ve. his viewing has increased until, on the average, It
is a little ovet two hours a day. From age six until about the
5lath grade, when the child is entering adolescence, viewing
ttftr is on a slowly rising plane between two and two-half hours.
Then viewing time rises rather sharply to a high of a little
ot.er three hours 4 day. This hump usually occurs somewhere
t.etween the fitth and eighth grades Then It enters upon a
slowly falling :lope until hy the twelfth grade (aboutiage seven-
teen, it is again between two and two and one.halt hours. These
Areweelill figk,res ,,iinday viewing average.k from one-half to
.ne hour longer ;CitirAMm, 1)14! and Parker, 1q41.30)

XIAtrAi14 rt104.1k And Lang il4nn), in thetr studh of sci!ondary %-icheol

.htlarrn tr teir gre3ter 1.eclohg Are3, q.huwed that tom 1 hots and girls

:itwest aNerage oi ) 4h1 :.hotirs per week respectively which declined

t, 'IOW% .4114
(' 4 h"/'' tor lor h toys and girls teiectively.

rowell 1)'1..rep,Irted t"..it on an Ave-rage weekday. 11 year-old students

ih 4elhourhe wat..!iett 4.)V 1 I'titc 40 minutes witn little difference between

and gitic. while t1 At.strillan firoadcating Comnisr-loc survey in 1971

00',ed ?hAt 1,.thc to u Near sgr. group averag i : hours :n minutes

Mr 14. 1.11-1.1nt" !eit'ut:.41
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The recent surveys of6.4andall and Reid i1915) and Tindall, Reid and

soudwle (1977) of kindergarten to Year 12 children in Sydney found figures
_

compatable to the earliei surveys. In the earlier survey weekly..viewing
.

.

time averaged 21 hours 12 minutes over the age range of 5 to 18 years with a

peak, viewirig occuring in e Veer 7, 8 and 9 group 12 to 14 years).. Uowever,.

It Oroust be pointed out at there are difficulties in the task of estimating

television .viewing.p.me whieh'would need to be taken into account in drawing

comparimons between different studies, these estiiation difficulties are

'41:4eosse4 in Chapter -I'below.

file Meares relatinttd amount of viewing were averages and taken alone

giv0 nO indication of 4ispersion and for a particularage group this could

-444 xv4.441.- ax.a.acti4.41/4-3.1uwxY41.- foun-4 4444. 444i4k4'41.11/4f. 4-44AN-44 N-4141.4F-r+-

0 minutes per wweli Jay for 11-year-old childree hut about 20 per cent of

the thildrn viewed more than five hours:with about 17 per cent.,of the chjld-

ren still ticking at 10.10,pm. Undail ahd Reid (1975) classified 15 per

tent oi to i:.vear-oids and ?wt. 1/4-ent of II- to if.-yVAtold`. aS heavy

viewers, viewing more than :I hours per week.

In order to accommodate large amounts of viewing it is apparent that a

number of children woklt spend me r of their non-school time in

front of a tele,iston set and ewed at times usualjv reserved for adult

Progran" iircalfaxt with tele -.eon was not uncommon. for any half hour

Nstore s.hool, -.00 3n It.: .).00 am, about II per cent of schuol children in

Sydpe% weft. rA.timated to be watchltif televi5.ion and that occasional earh

mornini. viewing wax the exception ratar than the rule (Tindall and Reid.

In the follow up study Reid and f;oodwin, 19'71 this fiEure

iTeaxed to lq per ent the ptevalence uf early morning viewing

wouisi 3ppear to be related to age .with younger children likely. to view

televlsion betorc xehool ilNlu and Hoffman, 11-:i rindaII, Reid and Goodwin

th3t p.f '? ketit of Nvdnei ,bildren in the lower grades. of

imar% \oloo1 tvle%I.lon befote leas.ing for ,diool.

*hat Children aaf...'

Ole realtt% of 1/4hildreii'. CiVirrICnt.e, 4P,A le-lpvtic relation to telvi.too

i that It ha% i'etomv .ot 191.ottant fa,tot in their lives.. They accept

it .11, 4 nornuei part of their the,. 10,e televi,lon. it hi ... bekome

f"t 4(1.1 , ,oue.e ot rek-reation, tt procidex

tr. .liatrs ,; r !)-1(1! sr-r7N-1 r%!'eriel;.e

t.
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The first television programs which became favourites of pre-school

children were'those classified as children's programs but as the child grew

elder other types of programs, for example, family situation comedies became

more important, viewYng of adult programs started towards the later nart of

the elementary school years (Schramm, Lyle and Parker, 1961). ilimmelweit,

Oppenheim and Vince (1958) found for both the 10 to 11 and 13 to 14 age groups

that children regularly vieWed large numbers of adUlt programs. A4though

most viewed them selectively, three quarters.of the preference vote for the

most favoured program went to adult programs.particularly crime thrillers

and to a lesser extent, to comedies, variety programs and family serials.

Adult news, political doctrientary and di...cussion programs held little appeal

even for the more intelligent children.

lhe Australian study by Powell (1971) of early ado4pe4cent children

revealed a bias away from the Australian Broadcasting Commission channels

toward the commercial cha.9eIs. pnly about one quarter of the children

watched news programs; cartoon programs were popular and documentary programs

were viewed by only about 1S per cent of the childrIn over the three day

period of data collection.

g1t1

' .. .Tindall, Reid and Goodwtn U4771 found a similar bias away.from the ABC

channel to Powell (19'll but found no preference for any one of the commercial

Oannel. It was found that age am! sex were clear influences of the choice ...

of favo rite programs. Clearly fam41y »ituatton tlype programs and cartoons
..

%
.04

were qrtated favourites for lower and upper primary school children with

polie drama and pop culture programs rating- high trt the preferences of

,eundur) sOluoi children. News and documentary programs were not popular.

Ns a generr comliv,lon the pattern of program prefernce revealed over-

1.4elmingh a preference 11,, .hildren for fantasy type programs. The major

tunctkon which telesilsion seemed to perform for children was that of stibm-

lating iantasN anti fantacy behaviour as distinct from reality orientated

expertences.

thildren's overwhelminv. preference for fantasy type programs would

appear understandable In terms ;.( children's at.ttudes to the medium and the

aatificatious it would proNide. Children perceived television primarily as

a source of entertainment.

% Th e. viewed television for the passive pleasure of being entertained,
litng s fantas., taking part vicariously in 6rill play, identifying

. with eu.iting and attracttve people, getting away from real life pro-
blems and escaptng real life boredom tn other words, all the grat-
iti,ati,n, that 'n. t havin a superlative means of entertainment
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in one's living toom, at one's command. (Schramm, Lyle and Parker,
1961:57)

pile they acknowledged that thRy learnt from television and that it

provided information (Schramm, Lyle and Parker, 1961; Lyle 'and Hoffman, 1972) ,
,

these benefits were seen as incidental to the main function of'entertainpent.

4

Television was also attractive tp children for the social utility it .

provided: something for the group to do, and the previous night's televisic6 ".

provided a shared.ellperience foridiscussion at school the following day.

Children felt 'out of taings' if for some reason the peer group's favourite

program-had been missed.

7Nese conclusions regarding thd attitude of children towards televLsion "r

were supported.by.Nru (1971):hut.he_made the additional.po.int_that Japanese

children quite often expressed negative attitudes to television because of

a 'self consciousness' towards wtsting time watching television and Its

hindrance in the undertaking of other activities.

In a recent Austraiian study (Murray and kippax,. 1977) children's

attitudes to the media were gauged in.three towns one of which had no tele-

vision, and found that the children's perception of the function of the

media was characterized by two dimensions.' The chIldren, in generhl, per-

ceived the media as being informational. (hewspapers, rad:01 and entertaining

(cinela).. Television wa,k; per:eived to lie between, the children perceiving

television to be both enterta ling aod informative. In terms of an evaluation

televisionwas rated in a relatively positive Tanner. Television was found

to be interesting although evidence was produced to indicate that this

intere leclined as the community became more accustomed to television and

the novelty effect wore off. About 70 per cent of the children felt that

television had a good effect on their lives with about SO per cent mentioning

educational benefits suOi as 'h. .ping with school work' or 'increased .know-

ledge of current events:%.

Factors Influenciug the Televiston.Behaviour of Children

considerable 'number of Atudies have been concerned with the relationship

between the television behaviour of children and the factors related to thnt

behal.iour. Possible antecedents of television behaviour suggested by thene'

studies ithAnde. age, sex: intelligence; home bacl,o.round. peer group

influences; and personal characteristics such as sc f esteem and anxiety.

8
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'The relationships between eke iir,1 amount of television viewing.is well

founded in the kiterature. Thetreguirit use of television was-found to begin

at about age 2 to 3 yearkfor ridrtb American Otildren Ind /o peak,nt aboUt

age 11 to 13 years with a notable decline int, iate adplesce6e due to the

competing educational and social pressure for teenagers.(Sehramm, Lyle and

Parker,1961; Lyle and Hoffmain, 1972'). This relationship was also found4fot"

.Australian children although!tae peak vieWing,age would appear to be about

a year later (Tindall and Reid, 1975; Tindall, Wad ind.:Gbodwin, 1977).

Program preference was also fourid to vary with age and this relation-

shin was confirmed in the 4ery recent Australian study by Murray and Uppax

(1977). They reported a marked decrease in the viewing oreducational pro-

gram* with increasing ageJand a minimal but steady-tncrease viewing-

of ntws and documentary programs by older children. The viewing of goneral

Aildren's entertainment'prograMS was reported to peak at about S to 7 years.

Aaton-adventure, crime and drama programs were found to become popular in I

later childhood.

SCA
I 6MM. 11

Overwhelming surveys in Britain, USA and Australia have indicated that there

was little difference in the amount of television viewing between,boys and

girls .(Himmelweit, Oppenheim and Vince, 1958; Schramm,. Lyle and Parker,

.1972; Hada!! and Reid, 1975).

Rau (1971), as Che exception, reported that studies in Japau inctuding

his own, retitaled consistently that Japanese boys viewed Oneater'amounts bf

tol ,ision than girls, iefact which he accounted.for in the different role

Jexpec ations of apanesirbuys and girls.4 nsIn Japan according t. Pu, less

Aqua& would.be made. on boys than girls to help inkthe'household chores.

however. there Was a likely relationship.between sex and program pre-
. .

ferenLe. the findings of 4upmelweit, Oppenheim and Vince (1958); Schramm,

Lyle and Parker (1961); Bailyn (1959) and, in Auptralia, Edgar (1974, 1977),

were 1airly consistent in their conclusions regarding sex and program pref-
,

erence. Edgar (1977) examined the relationship between sex and preferred

program in detail for Melbourne hildren in lower secondary school,. She

employed factor.nnalysis on the program preferences as indicated by the

children to defino the taste dimensions aitt found .that sex role identification

was a major v4rtah1e in the differentiation of the preferred progrAms of boys

9
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and girl$. Boys tended Zo prefer exciting active ,lolent programs,eith

(
' aggressive male heroes while girls.preferred more passive programs ventring

;larmund soc,ial empathyond romantic themes with he oes who diegood thinO

and Ware female. .

-1
A relationship between intelligence and both amount and pattern of viewing

was.supported by the resedirch. Iii.general, the le'ss intelligeht child tended

to witchrmore television than the brighter child. Himmelweit, Oppenheim and

Vince (19S8) suggested that intelligence was the single mos04mportant back-'

ground factor in explaining the amount of television viewing..

Schramm Lyle and Parker (1961 reported that in early school years

brighter chilcilsen tended to wat- re television but between 1,9 and 13 years

the-06re ifiteiligeht c1iidiehjremattcIJIIy -dUappeared from-the heavy viewt:r -

group. The rea4on sugge for 'this change was that in the early years the

brighter children sought out any intellectual stimulus. They did.more of ,

everything . watched television, read books, listened to.the 'radio; but when

they became older, television ceased to be a challenge to them relative to

the rewards obtainable from the other media and other activities.

In Australia the itiver4P relationship between intelligence and imount

of viewing was reported by Tindall and keid (1975),abut by contrast an

earlier study (Powell, 1971) found no such relationship between intelligence

and total viewing but did find that the more intelligent the child the
,

greater the vlewing.bf programs on the Australian Broadcasting commission

channel (ABV2) pointig to a possible relattonship between intelligence and

program preference.

!tome Backirotmci

;Mere have len a numhet of studies which have attempted to show a relation-

ship between ,ne or rofe of the home backgrounft variables and television

iewine. StudLes on thc ivlationshir between social class,.variously defined,

aud teievtsion behaviour have not faiown consistent results bui have shown a

general trend towards. children of lower class fabikies viewing 'pore televis-

ion than children of higher social status home*. Studie4 which have suRported

the relationship *were.- Blood (19611: Schramm, 141e.and Parker 11961).

ha's (1970; Tindall and krid tlq7S).

It wiN cident. fuoleter. that the relattorp.hip was A complex one.

Himmelheit, Oppenheim iind Vince il9§81 iound that the social letI 0 the

-

411,/,.,
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tome proved to be of.little importance in affecting how much children viewed.

suggesting that parental example and parental control were more importadt
e

.s

than social class. In 'homes wher; parents themselves were selective and'

moderate viel;;;, the children also tenga-tO view relatively little although

it was fouitd that there was much individual variation between senber-s.of the

same family, ahe retationship between heavy viewing parents
.

and heavy view-

ing children, was supported by Greenberg, Ericson and Vlahos 11972). Bailyn

(1959), froa.a study of the exposure habits and cognitive effects on children

in Grades S 'and 6 in Boston suggested four factors in order of importance as

being reletted to exposure to the.pictorial. Media: parental restriction on

the.amount of exposurd, the child's 1Q,oecupation pf the tether, and religion.

Children whose parents attempied to control the viewing of their children,

saw Itss of the pictorial media, as did children whose fathers ha4 higher,

4

st. atus occupation's and who belonged to protestant families.

Generally American parents seemed to exert little control over the
0

t41.

viewing-of their children but where such control was exercised less tele-
,

vision Was viewed (Surgeon Generals's Scientific Advisory Committee on

Television and Social Behaviour: Report, 1972). Canavan (1974) 4p an.

Aostraltan study, found that'children of homes where children Were the pre-

dominant controllers of the television set, tended to be heavier viewers

than children of homes where family control wasrgreater. It would be

expected that social clais would influence the viewing example provida4 by

parents and the degree of control exercieedlon the_television vldWing of-

children, The evidence 141)icated that midd e and 'higher class parents placed

more restrictions on viewing both in terms f amount and content and proiided

more dcriminatin models of television vieWing (Himmelweit, Oppenheim and

Vince, 1958; Maccobt, 104; Bailyn, 1959).

The installztion of additional televisilen sets in the home aijeared to

affect the amount of viewing. Chaffee, MC1.4od and Atiin (1971) r ported that

viewing tlte of both motliers and, their adoltsent, children in multi-set

home's was higher than in single.set homes. The secoad set tended to become

the chiltiren's set producing lower levels of conflict over program selection
1

(Lyle and Hoffman, 1972)..

'AA
ft'

Peer Association
.

Ihe peer group assocOition of the child has been recognized as a factor

influencing the amount and nature of television vieing.

.

-



Membership of a ear grouP would .involvo a degree of conforming to the

,norms of that group. Ctiildren in disCussing television viewing with other

children would develqp noxas of television.behaviour whi-ch would guide Iater

viewing outside the group settiv. Riley and R.ey (1954) on the basis of

'interviews with 400 New York and New Jersey 10- to 12-yeatr-o1d childreq

examined the specific influence of group membership on television viewing and

were able tO establish the proposition Ahat the viewing behaviour of members

and non-members of the,peer group differed. Those children who were not

members of a peer group still had.a need for affiliation and being unable to

satisfy this need by peer association, satisfied it vicariously, wiihout

threat, tbrough participation with characters in the media especially tele-

vision. Riley and Riley (1951) found that childfen with poor levels of-

)
association with,peers tended to be heavy viewers patticularly of cartoons

and other fahtasy content programs.

- -
Himmelweit, Oppenheim and vince-(1958)-h1Ati-fdurid-silpport- or

.s4r

relationship between pees group association and viewing behaviour; the

tnsecure child who had difTiculties making friends tended to view more heavily

and to view fantasy c?r,ientated programs. Schramm, Lyle and Parker (1961)* '

provided support for this Proposition. They suggested that frustrations

experienced.in interpersonal relationships affected patterns of viewing and

found them conflict with peers was assotiated with preference for'faniasy

orientated programs. However, a study by Mlurdoek and Phelps (1972) found
ow

that the relationship between peer group association and television usage

-% 'needed to be qualified for the influence of social class on media usage.

They suggested that the orientation of the peer group was influenced by

social class; a working class adolesCent peer group waA more.orientated

towards a street culture or a 'pop' Tedia culture than a school orientation,

..nd this orientation, which was a reflection of home background, influenced'

the use of media generally and program preference.

Television as an Escape

Television viewing was found to he related to personality factors and it was

these factors which accounted for extremely heavy vicwing patterns. Tele-
,

vision might be seen by the child as a means.of escape. Maccoby (l95l)

found that middle LO'ics, children who experiented difficulty in the

parent-child relationship spent more time with television than other middle

class childreil. In situations where the envlronment imposed striin or

conflfct the child would be motivated to 'get away from it all' by immersing

2 1
12
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himself in fantasy, thus providing an outlet for impUlses which were not

allowed free expression in real life. The television set provided a readily

accessible source of fantasy and vicarious experience.

8ailYn (1959) found support for the proposition that ceaain children

under certain conditions used the media as an escape from the problems and

tensions Of life. A child who had problems in his daily life, who had extra

punitive tendencies (tended to.blaie others) and who was rebelliously inde-

pendent would tend to rely on media as an escape mecha4ism.

Pearlin (1959) found a positiverelationship between amount of stress

. and amount of escape viewing. Schramm, Lyle and Parker (1961) found that

disparities between a child's.own aspirations for himself and the Perceived

aspirations of his peers or parents were related.to the high use of fantasy

orientated media and.liw use of reality orientated media. The greater was
;

the degree of parent-child conflict (where parent's aspirations are higher

,thaa the. child'A)....the.higherwas_the_c044M4tion_of televisiont_radioL and

movies and the lower the use of magazines and books. Johnstone (1961) in a

study of adolescent's use of media found that the lower one's self esteem,

particularly in relation to peers, the more time one spent watching tele-

vision. Katz and Foulkes (1962) suggested that a child who was unable to

relate to others, escaped from those situations where he was required to

interact, and vicariously partickpated in similar situations through ident-

ifying with characters on television. The rewards of a non-member of a peer

group were high as he could gain rewards in terms of sati3faction of his

needs for affiliation without the cost of having to interact in a social

situation,

Powell (1971) found that low intensity Viewers, who were also allowed

*freedom by their parents in the use of television, tended to be of higher IC14

were coping more easily with the demands of school, had a lower anxiety level

and their preference was characterized by selectivity and a strong interest

in documentary and news programs. The high intensity vieweri on the other

hand tended to be unselective in their choice of-programs and watched more

fantasy type material. These studies would appear to suggest that emotional

disturbance and heavy television viewing were associated together and that

for individual children excessive television involvement should be treated

as a symptom of an underlying problem.

However, Furu (1971) found= support for a relationship between the

amount of viewing and involvement in fantasy orientated media as criteria

13
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and parent-child conflict and antl-social aggression as antecedents. When

total viewing and total "fantasy viewing were taken as the criteria, no re-

lationship was found but Furu did find that children experiencing a high

level of conflict with parents and exhibiting antisociai aggression, pre-
..

ferred aggres ive hero7content programs, which supported the,escapism

hypothesis. 'Furu investigated other possible avenues for escape and found

that the average high school student coped with problems experienced in a

realistiC way but when escapism was engaged in they resorted to behaviour

such as thinking by themselves or playing sports in.the case of boys aid

keeping a diary in the case of girls and not to passive activities of

television watching.

Edgar (1977) investigated the relationship 6etweezi self esteem as

measured by the Coopersmith scale (Coopersmith, 1967) ind-media behaviour.

She found low self esteem children used the media more than children who had

.a high regard for themselves; they viewed more television and movies, 1istened

-to. the .radio more and reed- fewer- -newspapers -wild- books, --A.-difference_ was_ also- .

. .

found in television program preference between children with high and loll

self esteem; low esteem children showing a preference for fantasy programs,

' while high esteem subjects were more likely to prefer reality programs. The

findings of Edgar would appear to support the escapism hypothesic children

who had.a low self regard would resort to media especially fantasy content.

However, self esteem should itself be viewed as an outcome, with the factors

of relations with parents, interaction with peers, success at school consid-
.

ered its main antecedents (Coopersmith, 1967). Consequently it would appear

to be necessary to consider the relationship of these factors to television

viewing before any conclusions could be drawn about the relationship between

self esteeffiand television viewing.

Imp!ct of Television Viewing on Pupil Achievement

Since the inception of television there arose earl/ concern as to the impact

of home television viewing on student achievement. It has been argued that

the time devoted to televaion viewing would affect school performance

because other more worthwhile activities, for example homework and reading

were engaged in less. Others have suggested that the viewing of certajn

television programs would reinforce work done in schools by broadening the

child's horizon and experience of the world. The question: 'Does home

television viewing affect school performance?' must be seen as a difficult

one to answer because of the quantitative and qualitative dimensions of

television viewing and because of the many other variables operating in a

14 23
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complex and interacOve way which could affect school performance. On

addition, excessive television viewing which has been purported to adversely

affect school performance sign be a symptost.of psychological disturbance

(anxiety, frustration, aggresston, conflict, low self esteem and other

.unssti3sfactory Inman relationships) which might also be the major underlying

Cause of'poor performance rather than the hntirs spent in front of the tele-
.

vision set. It might also be that poor performance at scltool because of the

psychological stresses that this:would set up would Cause heavier viewing.

The evidence reviewed-would seem togindicate that whentelevision was

introduced it displaced activities previously engaged in and where Children

had grown up with television it had taken.up a substantial part of their

time. It would appear evident from the research that the activities replaced

by television tended to be functionally related to television which suggested

that time devoted to television would not be Ovoted to sciool related

activities if television were not available. Activities wkch would tend to
.,

.

be displaced were !istening to the radio, reading comics or playing with

friends (Himmelweit, Oppenheim and Vince, 1958; Schramm, Lyle and Parker,

1961; Furu, 1971; Brown, Crammond and Wilde, 1974). The reading og-Lbooks

apparently suffered less than the other Media (Himmelweit, Oppenheik and

Vince, 1958;' Maccoby, 1963). There would appear to be little, if

imioact of the introduction of television on the time devoted to homework..

after the novelty effect of its introduction had passed (Himmelweit,

Oppenheim and Vince, 1958; Schramm, Lyle and Parker, 1961; Furu, 1971).

Some television programs have been produced with the prime objective of

informing and educating the audience, while others (the majority) have the

prime objective of entertairment but none the less would provide some,exper-

'fences which promoted learning incidentally. As indicated above the gratifi-

cations which children sought fromteldvision were entertainment and fantasy

Illorather information, so that in the general sense television would not

be a major sotirce of educational experiences, which would have major impact

on performance at school. While acknowledging:that any impact would .be small

it might well be that the impact differed interactively with other variables,

for example, age and intelligence and was dependent also for the particular

child, on the types of program preferred. The impact would also differ in

relation to the particular aspect of school performance being measured.

Research into the relationship between television viewing and school

achievement goes back to the early 1950's. One on the early researches was

15
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done by çlatj.i(l94l who in a correlational.study of approximately 6000

childrenifrom Grade Ii and 7, in which data were collected9n television view-
,

ing,,intelligence, and school achievement, found.that ttilearning of ch*d-

ren at school wis not much affected by the way parents controlled television.

viewing: He did, however, point out that high television viewing,'lower

intelligence, lower parental control and poorer school achievement tended to

be found in the same child. Scott (1956) found that elementary school

children who watched less.hours consistently attained higher achievement

scores. In a survey of British children, Duggan (1955) found, in a compar-

ison of viewing and non-viewing children, no significant differences in time,'

devoted to homework or school performance. Himmelweit, OppeAeim and Vince

(1958) found that those children who didenot watch television, generally,

had better school performance than those who did watchltelevision. Ridder

(1963) found no relationship between academic performance and total.hours

spent watching telm4sion. Studies which attempted to relate school per-

formance with television without taking intomaccolt otlibr variables which

could influence te1evisio4 viewing and schoor performance on the one.hand

and the type of program viewed and the components of school performance on

the other have generally not been able to link television viewing and school

performance. Studies have ieggested that television does improve the vocab-

ulary of the pre-school child but this effect disappeared soon after the

commencement of formal tchpoling (Maccobg, 1963; Schramm, Lyle and .Parker,

1961). Schramm, Lyle and Parker (1961) found an interrelationship between

age, television viewing and general knowledge for sixth and tenth irade

children; they also found that high television use children were superior in

. knowledge of topics related to the fantasy content of television but inferior

, in knowledge of subject matter more related to school perfiormance.

Childers and Ross (1973) in a study of middle elementary level pupils

found no significant relationship between television viewing hours, IQ and

achlevement score and it appeared that type of program watched produced no

result worth reporting: Starkey (1974) found for fifth and sixth giaders a

slight but significant correlation between the amount of leisure'time spent

watching television and reading ability; better readers were_found to watch

less television than poor readers and Atkin and Gantz (1974), on the basis

of interviews with 703 children from Kindergarten to Grade 5 and their

mothers found moderate-correlations betweenlrequency of television news

watching and indices of political knowledge and general familiarity with

current events.

16
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Summary.

In summary, this review of research has indicated the tubstaniial influence

that television has on children; it is a major leisure time gctivity and is

seen by children as a source of entertainment rather than information. The

programs that they prefer are heavily fantasy orientated in content. The use

of television varies with age, and sex appears to be a variab4 influencing

type of program preferred rather than the amount viewed. The amount of

television viewing appears to vary inversely with intelligence and socio-

economic status of the home although the degree of parental eontrol and

parental example are also important Tactors. Peer group pressure is also an

important factor and there is also a good deal of evidence to 'suggest that

heavy use of television particularly heavy viewing of fantasy; programs may'

be a mechanism for escape from personal and emotional problems.

The studies dealing with the relationship between television and school

performance show little if any effect, rositive or negative. The relation-

ship is likely to be marginal because of the known major impact of intelli-

gence and home background on school performance. The impact of television

may be two way: a displacement effect, that is, television taking up time

which could be put to better use anh,,a poSitive impact, that is television

broadening the horizons of the child and providing him with visual'experiences

not otherwise available to him.

It would be expected therefore, that a child who seeks television as a

source of information and therefore is more selective in'his viewing habits

would perform better at school than the child who resorts to television for

entertainment or escape. This relationship however is complicated by the

interaction of the other variables of age, sex, intelligence, home background

and peer relationships. In addition the studies reveUl a possible differen-

tial effect of televisilhn viewing in respect to the particular components of

school.perforlance. It may be that while the impact on overall schdol per-

formance of television viewing may be-undetectable, effect on particular

aspects of performance may be positive or negative.

1 7 4)
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ClikrTER 3

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEMORX: 'PROPOSITIONS FOR INVEF4IGAIION

1

Television. although a leading component of the mass media,is only one of

the many facets of the educational environment in which children grow and

develop into adults. In an examination of the impact of the educational

envirogient on ttudent achievement Keeves (1972) identified the home, the

school and the peer group a- the major environmental SitaitioAS affetting

educational outcomes. In .1.;:tiition, lie postulated within eisch.of these

environmental situations st:lictural, att udaI''ad process dimmnsions.

HoW'ever, the &sieves* paradigm for ths study of educ tional environments

dlt) not inclu the influence of the religious and e reational institutions

of society as contributing to the socialization and educational process,of

::-ildron and youth. lior (Aid he provide for the to_luente of the nedia.

Neverthe,exs, the paradigm ha$ supplied z useful theorccical frameuoilt for

an examination of the imfact of this.additional component of the educational-

enlironeent on outcomes of sehoo:ing. Moreover, tt made provision for the

operatio' of the environmental factors in an interactive way, indioating

that any assessment of the impact of a.single or *Net of factors could not

he viewecii in isolatio from thc othir facets of the environment,. Forthet-

more, a full examination of the impact of television could not justifiably.

be carried out in isolation fro, the other media Nc,irem the other coopon-

ents of the edin,ational environment such a5 the home. school and peiir group

The retie., of pre%toos rasearch reported in Chapter 2 has indicated

that thr tactors influencing th4 television viewing behavi'our of children

were interrelated in a complex. way The faktors found in these studies to

be relevant to rplaining television viewing behaviour were fotgrd be

ategvrized in two broad groupN home tiakittctund includin.g leVel of parental

0,ntro1 .of %truing and peronal 4A4ra:terlsti:s Tal,itig selected voirtable

troo these '.etc, and the .arts ot teleV,% n es and 44,hool

perfotmAn.e sataat,les, at tivi_tid be pociablr to ;.-st,ilate models of the

rel.itionshiv hetween the t.sri.ihl el 44 to tHt t't thew mode)<s to

teing the +t4T4 koilmted in th;s 41.tutf 1 1. Vrropr:Jte tf!ltvlIluv
to 4h.t:ysv% of thi ti.pr lc path in4lr.is

Vath Aftal.%t,

1'4+4+ 1 1 I ..tatitz. 4: TeatIA144+;C, 101:I:It14 trt;te'k*.l-!1

arid I teYretIn linear trlation%hip, ftvrg .pr

1 4,
4
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of variables under the essumptions that the links between the variables

..involve a causal ordertng.and thet the system is causally closed. It is a

t;rchnique of hypothesis testing whereby models DP the relationships between
)4

variables are postulated. the particulir relationships, arising from previous

research. prior understandiag and Theory subsequently the models can be

tested and found to be eether coesistent with the data or can beemodkfied

to product' more parsimonious models of the relationships between the var-

tables eta-opined.

the assumption. of causation between variables warrants further comment,

rhe nature of caosation is a controversial issue among philosophers en4

researchers it.is not Intended to'review thisNconiroversy here but to

atate simply that tn order to establistereonfidenatieitauriality between two

variable* one must petfore An experiment so that a change in the dependent

veriable ,an be attribeted to'the independent variables alone It must

therefore be possible for the experimenter to hold all other variables

tonstant bi- the random seleetion of cases for study Correlations between

eiriables do not show causation althnugh they MAy be suggestive of causal

rii for further investigation Path analysis is dependent on correlationel

anallsts but it does not attempt to dkstover causal links. It applies a

te<hntql.c to model whith assume l;-. causation and which Is formulated by the

rese4r.-her on the Nast% of prior knowledge and theortsticarcOnsiderations.-

rAfh 30dvl-. to he lliazined in This Stadj.

In Frr ; i a path de as presented 34 showing the relationships between

the Cittors, father's 04,..upation A5 J MeislWire Of the so10-economic status,

of thv hqew :+:, lt parental control of television viewing (x)), peer

Lt 4h4 ,eii r,.teem (t,;. ac oa)or antecedents of to'ral tel2,

14,1del f.athet'c ,,c,skipation. :s a ieaqure of cocio-elononic

t.lt Telateti fl he shtcillgene of the child and parental eon-

-f ,leutng. In.1 parental sontrol are ait.n related lather's ocvupa

peer 4% ighth as .ilso influenced by intelligence

;.ArentaI sontrIl , \cif iiter0 is depenJent on'the occupation of the

t4Thci. e, parerit4I ami pert ascul tatIon

%elf regard for hirl+cif at 4 person will affect the time

%pent .1rutn1 tele%Ist,n, unikti ai4wo attPktly antluented by father's

0' 4,1'ti-°, parentil ,o :trot and peer al..tokiafion !Ather'!k

Meat;:rf stazu fl-e hetse, lq, i.3rent1: .-ontli-1 aTad
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Ipeer association will affect televisiJn yiewing directly but also indirectly

through the other variables. Fathet"-s occupatton,, intelligence and parentil

control, are variables which are exogenous to the system while all the other

variab.les are seen to be endogenous.

It is hypothesized 'from the review Qf previous research and.theory tlfat:
!)

'1fathers with higher status occupations would have intelligent...-.
children who because of their greater intelligence and coming
from homes of higher status would develop greater peer group
ties;

-

children from* homes where control of television Viewing was high
would-hams-h4grher :evels enti--&elf--esteeekt

the greater involvement with pears the more television would be, 4
viewedcbecause oftthe'greater pressure to conform to group norms;

,.

more intelligent children,would tend to watch less-television
because it held their interest less;

children of high status homes would i+atch television less beFause
of the wider range of other interesting activities available and
also because high statut homes.might be associated with greater
restriction of viewing;

children who felt badly about themselves because of a lower status
home background, 'lower intelligenco and difficulties in soclal
relationship with peers would view greater amounti--bf television.

The school performance variables were added to the above model. In this

study two school perfornance criteria ;sere used, one being a measure of

overall school achievement as rated by teachers; a the other involvihg a

specific measure of performance, namely, comprehens on in social studies.

Figure i.Z shows the model to be examined, by extending the previously

postulated model. It c'an be st.en that the viewing of television has been

hypothesi7:ed as an important intervening variable. Father's occupation

N. parental control, peer association anii self esteem have been hypothe-

si:ed as having a direct influence on both overall school performance and

comprehension in soLia1 studies and an indirect effect through television

ewing.

The models presented show the causal paths, conventionally indicated

by straight lines to be unidirektional indicating that, a variable cannot

he !Noth 4 Cause ind effett ot another tariable; tho model is thus a

recursive model. Relationships between variables not assumed to be causal

are by convention shown by a curved line with arrow heads at each end ()

and its magnitude given the value of the zero order correlation coefficient.

9
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denotes Father's Occupation
4

x: denotes -IQ

x denotes PureAtaI .Control of-Tle Viewing

x. denotes Peer Association
-

xs *notes Self Esteem

6 denotes To t: Television Viewing Time

denotes Cmiprehension ih Social Studies

Social Studies and

-
.t.

'44T.
,

R denotes disturbance ariables associated with Peer Association .
4

W 3
.,

,

R
x

denotes disturbance variables associated with Self Esteem ..:.

4

R denotes disturbance variables associated with Viewing Time .1'

Y
.,1

It

:
denotes disturbance variables associated with Comprehension in Social '*

4 .4

Studies or Overall School Achievemint -..
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'.The path coefficients of the causal paths are the standardized partAal

regressien coefficients or beta weights in the regression equation where the.*

variable Considered as the eriterion i-lii regres%ed or the other variables
. :_.,

.7.. ' considered ati,',4.ts antecedents. The path coeffiCient indicates the_direct - ..4
..:44

ft

effect of a variable or.variebles taken as a cause or causes on'another
, .,. 074,,.,..t

variable taken as the effect, lit the examination of-the path coefficients
A

PAW

-one can bake Judgements 'about the.size of 'the direct effect of one variable

:4 Pn another, and also the size of_an indirect'effecOhrough 4 Mediating s.

vatjabke.

. It is seen that the endogenous vat4ableS are detersdned both by other ,

...stanabitts. within the-sysuitland by-411-mt4rbaitee-or-residuet1 -warimbles-lart----.7-,-.---77?

contained wiihin the system.' In addition, it is assumed that the distur-

tame ot residual variables associated with one of ihe vaiiables within the

system are independent of and not correlated 4ith other variables in the

system or other residuals.

d'The-vdriance of an endogenous variable comprises a part which is

attributable to the ofher variables related to it in the sysiii and a part

which is attributable to variables related to it but not contained in the

system. -Thus the path ceefficients between the disturbance variables and

1 variabie'in the system is given by vii-717.

The Examination ofjolalliatSsitinit
Multiple regression analysis and its utilization in pathsanalysis enables

the examMation of the influence of a set ot predictor variables on a single -

criterion .However, the pattern of television viewing has many facets. IR

addition to ca.lculating oft Aisiber of hours viewed one can obtain information
;-777On the number of hours spent in watching separate categories of programs,

specific channels and whether the viewing occurs in company.Or alone, diming

.meal times, or before school. -Given the mutti-faceted nature-of the pattern

of television viewing.and behaviour it is essential to examine these oiltcomes

together rather than separately and so to produce a more parsimonious analysis

of the inflisence,of antecedent factors on television viewing patterns and

behaviour. Canonical analysis is a technique which enables a researcher to

c,examine the relationship between a set of predictor or independent variables

and A set of s:raterion or dependent variables..

In this study it was planned to undertake three canonical correlational

.Ralyses with the variables cex,"father's, occupation, IQ, Parental control,

peer assottati6n.and self esteem as the Oredictor set and as the criterion

23
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Canonical correlation- analysis involviis the extraction of. pairs of
. :;74

4 4, ...-09kf t q a, i s it 4-4 c a .r. t a t. & or 4444er 4nact4oneot tits A...sats'of veriables..;_im___ ---- ......_______
..1.

ai ..
etde

_,.1...,1 . 4,. 'i- tii gestalt* the correlation between the variates. The first canonicalv
'correlation is the highest correlation .that can be found between the first

pair orcanonical variates; the second canonical correlation is. the tifighist
if

.correlation which can be found- between ihe second pair of cidionicill variates
..

which are uncorrelated or'orthogonal to the first pair. The canonical tor-
f.

relefion coefficient -between each pair of variates shows thi strength of .the

relationship between the variates and the square of this coefficient describes

the proportion of the variance of one variate predictable from the other

variate. The coefficients which assist in th$ interpretation of the canonical

variates are the transformation weights which are analogous ta the standard-

ized part ia 1 regression weights in multiple regression analysis onetime

traditionally been used to interpret the factors; but it is suggested that '

the factor structure coefficients are more meaningful (Tatsuoka, 1973;-

Thomson and keeves, 1)741. The structure coefficients arc the correlations
between each of the canonical variates in the pair and the original variables.,

. This enables the better IdEntification of the factor as it prdvides a meastire

of the loatirrni of each of the -c4poriont variables on the. factor. Alt.., the
sum of the iquared structure coefficients enables the determination of the
proportion of the variances of each set of variables atm is extracttd by

etich factor.

variables:- the hours- Yiewed in nine program eaiegories (news-and news
. . . ...

.

commentary, documentary, childnen's educationeA.,religious, -out: aid..judience --

; ,participe%igpi-sport , variety, drama, carhi); hoes yiewed for, each -of

the -four channels; and the viewing behiviouivarisbles of seitc1;ing. television

.1, .4.

In carrying out the canonical-analysis the program CANON (Cooley and

Lohnes, 19'1) was used; this program provided measures of redundancy.

In the analyses reported in Chapter b the causal models advanced la the

preceding pages have been tested using 'multiple regression analysis. In

those analyses where several interrelated criteria have been'considered

canonical analysis has been regarded as the most appropriate technique to

vitamin* the interrelationships between the set of predictor variables and.the

set of criterion measures.
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The generat,-aims of this investigation were to exaaine television viewing
. .. .

, 4'Patterns of:Grade -6 **Wren and to study relationships between home back-
...... -: - ' . .

.. -vor.,... . 11 4jel
ground4tiriables,personal characteristics, television viewing patterns and

.;y-: ..':. -:-..,
........

.!A'. :..
school astriiement. '"''

v-., - . ,,

.. ,

.,.;,, ... The stUdy was located in the metropolitan sopa of Melbourne because of ..4.4:.,,,;,- .

:.T.4

the acciiiiiffiliti orthe area to the researcher and the' fact that it.could

CHAP1ER 4

SCOPE AND DESIGN OF THE. STUDY

.
be reasonably assumed that the potential exposure of the children. in the

sample'to television would be identical. In addition the metropolitan area

vies served by.four television channels including throe commercial and one
.../

government,owned, which would provide a suitable variety of programs.
. 4-

,',.. The population was restricted to Grade 6 children,in state primary ..--
;-,

'schools. While there are other primary schools outside the.government

. school system with substantial enrolmetits it wasielt desieabte_m_confine-____

f

this investigation to this group. Furthermore the reseercher was abde to

obtain ready access to current enrolment information for state primary

sthools which was not available for the catholic and non-tatholic inde end-

'ent schools. In addition,.it is,commod practiCe for children who move into

the independent non-catholic schOol system at the seCondery level to have

first attended $tate primary schools so.that the range of backgrounds of
. .

the pupils at Grade (3 in the state primary schools would be sufficiently

varied to allow investigation of this variable: Further studies on pop-

ulations in other grade levels and in other systems would provide. useful

compariSons with the conclusions ot this study.

The. Sample

A sample of Grade tIcchilaren in'state primary schools was drawn itutwe-iteges..

First, using 197' enrolment information supplied by the Education Department.

the Australian Council for EducationaIltesearch samplini frame and tables of

random numbers, three samples of ten schools were drawn with the probability ;3

of.inclusion in each sample proportiOnat to the masher of Grade 6 Children

in the school within the larger population. Schools with Grade 6 enrolments

less than 25 were excluded; the smapting frame grouped schools first by size

of enrolment and then by geographicallocation. Schools in the first sample

of teii schools were then.approached by mail and followed up by telephone

to enlist their co-operation.
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Two schools-OefUsed to participate and enother was unable to take part-

because a school camp had been arranged during'the period Scheduled for date't,

collection; these three schools were then replaced from:the second sample

by-tchoole which were closest glographically.

The second stage of the sampling procedure involved drawing a random
.

. sample of 30 Grade 6.children across grades using class lists supplied

, by the schools and random number taiiies.
. ,

7 Each of the children selecteil in the sample was given a letter for his/

. her parents seeking their co-operation a few days beiore the scheduled date

of testing and also asking parents to make sure that their children had

. correct information about father's occupation and parent's eduations

Attrition from the original sample of 30 children pewchool occurred as

a result...Tr parenfirrefusal or absence on-the-day of tesTing. Tn total I A
271 children (138 boys and 153 girls) were tested which represents 60.3 --

per cent of the original sample of 300. Twelve children of the 271 did not
- 1 ,

return their television (Wary despite follow up but these weie included

.the analysis using missing data values for the television viewin4 Informatioi

collected in this way. The ages of the children in the sample ranged from

10.6 to 13.4 years with a mean age of 11.6 year's.

the sample of 271 represents approximately one per cent of the popupition.

It is realized that thia complex sample design (two:stage cluster samplci)

differs from a simple random sample which is the fundamental assumption'in

the calculation of the sampling error in the estimating of population pato

meters by'4he usual Aext book formulae. Recent research (Ross. 1975) has

shown that there is aHianger, of umderestimating sampling errors when no

account is takenlaf the design effect of a departure from simple random

sampl.ing to more complex sample designs. Techniques for the estimation of

sampling errors have been developed to take into account the design effect

(balanced repeated replication and jack-knifing) and these have teen des-

cribed by Ross. However, for this stu4 it was decided that the adjultmeut

was not warranted given the nature of the study and tne complexity of the

computation of the design effect. In addition, Ross showed that in the case

of the twe stage cluster sample the design effect on sampling error for

correlation and standardized regression coefficients was minimal compared

. to more complex sample designs and of a level which could be t,olerated. He

foural that the probability of incorrect statements about coerelation and.

standardized regression coeffik.ients being made when the pmbability. level
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.03. was being aimed at and the design effect ignored for a two stage

ster sample was 0.09 for both coefficients; however the probability

higher for means (0.20..

Data Collection
.

The data for the study was collected by the administration of the following

tests:
J4

. . .sOtis Interml4iate Test Form AB.(Australian Council for Educational 'p
Research)

Self Estee* Inventory (Coopersmith, 1967),

Test of Comprehension, Primary School Social Studies Tests, Vict--
(Irian Primaric Schools Testing Programme (Australian Councit for
Educationat Research, 1969)

--The iliiCO4lai-edi-questionnaire and i iheir television
viewing over seven consecutive days.

The Otis Intermediate Test For! AB is a test pf.general intelligence

or mental ability and is designed to estimate innate ability, rather than'

acquired knaWledge, by the use of a variety of test situations scaled in
order of difficulty to obtain a representative measure of the individual's

mental efficiency in general. It takes 30 minutes to complete and contains
69 questions in ascending order of difficulty and includes ;inalogies class-
ifications, word meanings, prover0s, number series and questiOns requiring

arithmetical and verbal.reasening. The test provides an'estimate of the

linguistic, quantitative and general learning or thinking ability of pupilt
- from 9.0 to 14.0 years of age; the most reliable estimate is obtained at

the centre of the age range. The test yields a raw score which is then

convertea into an 1Q range using the'chronological age of the pupil. For
the purposes of the analyses, the IQ ranges were designated by mid-points

riti in cases where a had been appendaged to the upper valiie of the rangq

an addition of 3 was made toNcalculatt the mid-point value.

The Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory (Cpopersmith, 1967) is a test

designed to measure evaluative attitudes towards the self in social, academic,

family and personal areas of experience. The SVself repOrt item scale
yields a total possible score of SO and an eight point lie scale tp assess
extremely socialized response sets. The total self esteem score can.be

categorized intolubscales or self esteem in relation to home and parents,

peers, school-academic and general self. It is a scale originally designed

by Coopersmith for 4hi1dren 10 to 12 years but has be'en used with age ranges

S p
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: from 8 years to adult and requires subjective responses to statements asto

whether the statement is 'like me'.or.'unlike me'. Coopersmith reports a

1 number of American studies which support the validity of the scale (Coopersmith,

t .1975) and Australian studies have supported the validity of its use on Ausi-

ralian children ,(Ecigar, Powell, Watkins, Mbor and Zahkayvv,.1974; Ross, 1974).

t.

.. .;

The test of Comprehension in Social Studies is one of a battery of tests

developed by Australian Council for Educational Research for the Victorian

,Primary Testing Programs (1969-1970). It is a test purporting to measure,4
-developed abilities in the content of material typical of that encountered

in social studies. 'The abilities covered under the general heading of

&mprehension include understanding of the explicit and implicit meahing of

information given. The understanding of implications involves the abilities

of recognizing connotations and deducing necessary or likely consequences or

associations' (Reneham and Wilkes, 1973). /t is a content free test of

.52 items involving'material presented verbally, graphically and pictorially

and requiring similar skills to those which might reasonably be.expected to

be required in comprehending news,.news commentary and documentary television

programs. The Coopersmith and Otis IQ tests were administered according to

the instructions contained withih the appropriate manuals: However for the

Comprehension in Social Studies test it was necessary to fabricate admin-

istration instructions because the original instructions could not be loc-

ated.

The student questionnaire provided information about age, sex, family

size, father's occupation, father's and mother's education, access to tele-

vision and viewing habits including information about the extent to which

parents were aware of the piograms watched by their children and the hours
"-

watched over ihe previous week as recalled by the child. The questionnaire

was trialled on a Single class in a school not selected in the sample. As

a result of the trial modification. was made to the questions on father's

occupation and parental control of television viewing.

The occupation of the father was classifies on sixteen and six point

scales in the manner suggested by Broom, Jones and Zubrzycki (1965, 1968)

and Broom and ones (1969). This classification is based on grouping occup-

ations of the same or similar skill and ordered to form an occupational

prestige scale in accordatce generally with the findings on occupational

prestige in Australia (Cr.ngalton, 1963). The scale has been shown to be as

an effective predictor of subjective sociql class in Australia ai either

income or education with the zero order correlations between subjective

28 7
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social class and occupation, income and education of 0.36, 0,37 and.0.35

respectively (Broom, Jones and Zubrzycki, 1968).

The teacher questionnaire provided information on student achievelent

and social development. The class room teaeher'was asked to rate each student

in the sample on a ten point scale for overall student achievmment and peer .

group social development respectively and on.a five point scale AS to whether

each student was achieving up to potential.

The testing and administration of the quesponnaires were carried out by

the researcher in each of the ten schools during a three hour session in the

mornings of the two weeks ended July 20, 1977. The order of administration

during the testing period was as follows: fl) Coopersmith Seii Esteem

'Inventory (2) Otis IQ Intermediate Test (3) Questionnaire (4) Social Studies

Comprehension Test. The morning play break,occurred during the completion

of the student questionnaire.

Schramm,.Lyle and Parker (1961) discuss and compare different methods

for collecting information on viewing tine and point out that the different

methods produce different estimates of a child's television viewing time.

The methpds discussed include estimates by parents, estimates by the child

of viewing over some past period, supervised and unsupervised diaries, recall

aided or unaided of programs viewed on the previous day. Schramm, Lyle and

Parker express faith in the aided recall of programs viewed on the previous

day method but suggest that the'supervised diary should have the virtues of

an aided recall interview.

The validity of the questionnaire and television diary techniques was

also'questioned and examined by Brechtel, Achelpohl and Akers (1972). By

using direct observation of behavio4r, utilizing video equipment installed

in the subject's home, they report that questionnaires and diaries generally

over report viewing tine, a tendency which ranges from about 25 per cent

over reporting in a diary to a 40 to Seper cent over reporting in estimates

of viewing time for the previous day and general estimates of an average

day's viewing.

Another problem which has important implications for the estimation of

television viewing time, is the level of attention which children give while

watching the television set. Most viewing is done in the company of others

and a variety of activities are involved in while viewing -..$conversing, eating,

reading, studying, playing. For a considerable amount of the time, the tele-

vision set is turned on little, if any, attention is being paid to the program

29
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,(Allen, 19650Ourray, 1972), so that.viewlIg becomr1 a secondary activity,

a situation wkick may compris \about 30 pernt of viewing time (Robinson,

1969). Lyle andlioffman (1972eport that feWer than 20 per cent of first'

graders said they never did otherythings w)ile t;Stching 'television and about

SO per Cent of older.studienamosaiOhey sometimes udy while the set is on;

a high frequency of discussion with'! rents and siblings was reported the

major part of which related to prograM content but also ranged over other

topics
-

Given,the nature an4, scope of the 4iry it was not possible to use

the.sophisticated, hard-ware-illtensive, diect observational techniques

advocated by Brechtel, AChelpohl and Akeri '1972) or to extend the question-

\naire to survey other activities engaged.in r ,hile viewing television. Tele-v

vision viewing time was collected in two waysI bit; diary kept over the

period of seven days from Saturday,'july, 30 to Friaay, August 5 issued,

supervise& and collected by the class teacher; add by an estimation via

the questionnaire of the hours viewed over the previous week. Provision

was made to allow the children to indicate the three programs which they

most enjoyed and to indicate them in order of preference. The time viewed

as collected by the diary was .categorized by program type Etna, by channel ,

The categories of program type used were as follows:

News and News Commentary

2 Documentary

3 Children's Educational

4 Religious

S Quiz and Audience Participation

6 Sport

7 Variety

8 Drama

9 Cartoons

The program categories are listed in order in terms of a reality to

fantasy spectrum. It is realized that the"categorization of the programs'

and the viewing time are somewhat subjective and arbitrary and that the basis

of the division between reality, and fantasy is very Much a perception of the

viewer which will differ between individuals and for an individual from time

to time. However, the distinction has foundation in other research: Schramm,

Lyle and Parker (1961) set down criteria for the classification wyleh was

also used by Furu (1971).in his detailed survey of Japanese children's tele-

vision viewing habits.
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According to Schramm, Lyle and Parker (1961)

fantasy content: invites the viewer to take leave of his
probleas An the real world; invites surrender, relaxation,
passivity; invites emotion; works chiefly through abro-
gating the rules of the real world; acts to remove, at
least temporarily, threat and anxiety, and often o
wish-fulfillment; offers pleasure; whereas reality ontent:
constantly refers the viewer to the problems of the real....morld;
invites alertness, effort, activity; invites cognition; works
chiefly through realistic materials and situations; tends to
make viewer even more aware of Iihreat, perhaps more anxious, in
return for better view- of problem; offers enlightenment.
(Schramm, Lyle and Parker, 1961: .63-64)

Key Variables and Their Measuremyt

s...Arble 4.1 below shows the major variables of the study and summarizes the

method used for the measurement Of those variables. The information has

been presented.in this way to en able the reader to follow more effectively

the presentition of the analysis of the data and the results of the invest-

igation.

, 4.1 Variables and Theix Measurement

tsW

VaAables Measurement

1 Home Variables

ther's Occupation Children's response on questionnaire
classified on 16 point scale (Broom,

. Jones and Zubrzyeki, 1968)
16 Highest status occupations
1 Lowest status occupations

0

....

Father's ucation

Mother's Ed cation

1/(Ipirr o Sets in the Home

olour TV in the Home

Children's response on questionnaire
ca*.!4orized on a five year interval
scale.

Children's response on questionnaire
4

Parental Control of Television Children's response to question on
Viewing ° questionnaire:

Do your parents know which program
you watch?

Always
Most times 4

Sometimes 3

Almost Never 2

Never 1

31 1
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Varialiles Heautrment. -V ^ ve, ,, .......n. tar Inn val....la-raw.
ao.

2 Personal Charatlnistks

Children's response on eue.tionnaire

1 Boy 2 Ctil

ig Administration of tho Otis 17toravdtate
Tent Fora AB

46

Se1f Esteem Athol ,!ration o( the Coopemith So1f
Esteem Inventory 7'ooporsnith, 1967)
rtelding s total score and subsealos of
self lasteem in relretiort to: hose-parents.
peers. school-academic. general self.

Poet i;roup Assacto.tton Teacher rating on a 10.point Scale

1 Lo.

10 High

3 Itlevi,ion Viewing Variables_____________ ____
Noe Pevoted to Television i Children's respc on questionnaire
Viewlag cutegorlted on _ 10 ;.ur interval-

scale.

e Devoted to Televisinn
Viewing

71-,e, Viewed by iAgram
Category

Time viewed by Channel

Pleferred Programs

ftarchtng teletision kione

Wats:hint; Teleon Before
Cd.tool

it4t0htnic 10,11e

Latin-
*

Couplet;on JVOr a seven day period
of a TV viewing diary_

Cclopletion over a seven day period of 0

viewing diary

Question attached to 7V vivwing diary
asking Oe children to indicate the three
programs most en)oye4 in order of prefer-
ence

:hildren's rytpontse on QUelationnAlre

Question.%

Oo yvu lotsh rt alone'
Ww often cio you untch 1" before !caving
for toebool
00 yot; iti h T 'Alec eAtttig yolg esening
meal*

keftpon4e

Mow,
MvAt Ite?c,1 4

Swseti*e,
Almost Ite:et

Nt%-er

3. 4
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A Achievement Variables
0.1:4 .......7

Social Studs-
Comprehension

Overall School Arhievament

Over/Under Achteroment

Administrat'on of Tilt of ComprehenSion.
in Social Studies (Victorian Primary
Schools Testing Program AUR 1969-1970).

Teacher rating on a 10 point scale

1 Low
10 High

Teacher rating on a S point scale.

I Grossly under achieving
2 Under achieving
3 Achieving up to potential
4 Over Achieving
S Grossly over achieving

13
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.Hours Viewed
.44
,r1Information relating to hours of viewing was collected in two ways. Children
.

television over the past week and to indicate their response'in six categories.
The results are given in Table 5.1 and presented graphically in Figure 5.1.

It should be pointed tut that the period of viewing which was the basis
for this information would not be common for all children in the sample as the
time of administration of the questionnaire differed for schools; howevet it
could be assumed that the week on which the estimates were made dwing

the month of July for all children
.

were asked on the questionnaire to estimate the number of hoursespent watching

information about hours viewed was also collected by the completion of

a television viewing diary over a week common to all children in the sample.

The hours of viewing obtained from the television diary are given in Table 5.2

and presented graphically in Figure 5.2.

It will be noted that the mean hours :ewed differed between the methods

used for collection of the data. The mean for viewing time as indicated in

the questionnaire was 26.5 hours while the mean.for the viewing-44me as °

collected by the supervised diary method was 28.3. The correlation co-

efficient between the two methods was 0.49.

- As indicated in Chapter 4 above the methods of colleLtion of information

about hours viewed would appear to produce differing estimates of viewing

time. Schramm. Lyle and Parker (1971) suggested that the supervised viewing

diary produced more reliable estimates than the general estimate of the child
and reported in their studies a consistent viewing time by supervised diary

less than the general estimate, a relationship which would seem not to be

supported by this study. However, the finding of this study that the general
estimate was less than the supervised diary could in part be accounted for

by the lack of congruence of the periods of measurement and more importantly
by rhe way in which the general estimate was obtained. Children were asked

to categorize the hours viewed into six categories N.he last of which was

'greaier than 40 hours' and in the calculation of the mean, this category,

which contains 17 per cent of the children, was allocated a value of 45.5

hours. It is apparent from the diary estimates that this value severely

underestimated the appropriate value for the over 40 hours category. A

recoding of the data on television viewing tisk, collected the diaty method

using the same Class intervals as the general estimate produced a mean viewing

3$ .41
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TM)) 5.1 ,Liemaired Per Week (Quistionnaire)

Hours Viewed Relative Frequency Per Cent

0

1 to 10.hours

11 to 21 hours

21 to 30 hours.

31 to 40 hours

More than 40 hours

0.4

9.3

25.3

27.1

20.8

17.1

Total 100.0

N .269 Mean a 26.5 SD so 12.4 Median or 26.0

Relative
Frequency
Per Cent,

30

25

20

-
27 .1

25.3

0 .4

20.8

17.1

1-0 NI Lel Q0 4- I-. I, 1-0
M

el* rt rt rt I/
0 0 0 0 4
I.-. Iv 10.3 00 4 00 0 0 0

Hours Viewed

Figure 5.1 flours Viewed Per.W.eek (questionnaire)
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Hours Viewed.Per Week (Television Viewing. Diary)r
.HOurs Viewed

Relative
Frequency
Per Cent. Howe. Viewed

skelative
Frequency
Per Cent

0 0

0.1 to 3.9 0.4 40 to 43.,9 5.0

!I to 7.9 0.8 44 to 47.9 5.8

ta 11.9 5.8 48 -to St.9

12 to 15.9 8.9 S1 to SS.9 12
16 to 19.9 10.4 16 to 59.9 1.5

20 to 23.9 13.1 60 to 63.9 07.4

24 to 27.9 17.0 64 to 67.9 0.4

28 to 31.9 10,8 68 to 71.9

32 to 35.9 8.5 72 to 75.9

36 to 39.9 i-9 76 to 79.9 0.4

TOtal 100.0'

N = 259 Mean 28.3 SD or 12.4 Median 26.5

k
time of 27.1 hours for the diary method which WS3 found not to be significantly

different from the mean of 26.5 obtained for the general estimate. .In the

remaining part of the preientation of results it is.the diary viewing amp
which will be the estimates relied upon.

The estimates of viewing time found in this study confirmed the substantial

amount of time which children.Aevoted to the medium. Only 26 per cent of the

children viewed less than 20 hours and 25 per cent viewed more than 40 hours in
the week. The mean estimate of 28.3 hours per week appeared to be higher than

estimates obtained in the other recent Australian studies on similar age groups .

although one must be careful in making comparisons across studies because of

the different instruments used and different times of measurement. Powell

(1971) found a mean of 3 hours 40 minutes per week day for Melbourne 13 year

olds; Thomas and Lan# (1966) found a meen of 23.9 hours per week for (boys)

and 22.2 per week (girls) in Form I in Geelong schools and Tindall and Reid

(1975) found a weekly mean of 21.6 hours for Sydney childten in the 10 to 12

years age group.

it is suggested that data obtained for the amount of television viewed

should be reasonably accurate given the way in'which the estimates were

4,
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14
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1
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2

0.8
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17.0

10.4
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5.0
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Man 28 .3
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2.7

12 12 20 24 18 32 36 40 44 48
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!ilium 5.2 Hours Viewed Perlieek crelevitU

, 11 1.

1.5
1.2

52 56 60 64 68
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obtained. The children were asked to indicate the programs viewed by shading

- In the appr4r1att time bic!ck in the diari and to shadiCelhIy part of the'block

it only pert of the progrim'wes viewed. Bachdiary late,then analyzed by the-

moire*. to produce estimates of total lime viewed, time viewed for each

channel end time viewed for each prograa category.

AcultatAett

The television viewing diary enabled the categorization of total viewing time

iy channel viewed.. The results obtained are given in Table 5.3.

The data revealed a 'larked popuLarity for.the Commercial rimmals (AIVO,

HSV7. G1V9) and an aversion to the Australian Broadcasting Commission channel

(A8V24. During the week of viewing.30 per cent of.the children ihdicated that

they did not view any progAm on Channel 2 while the cmparable figure. for

each of the commercial channels-was two per cent, four per cent and two per

cent for Channels D. 7 and 9 respectiVely.

Table.) 5.3 Hours Viewed for Each Channel
:..

Hours Viewed

!.4 259

............111
Relative frequency Per Cent

Channel

A1VO ABV2 HSV7 011/9

0 1.9 30.1 3.5 1.9

1 to 3.9 17.4 62.9 28.6 -15.4

4 to 7.9 26.6 5.4 34.7 27.0

8 to 11.9 23.2 1.2 21.2 20.8

12 to 15.9 16.2 0.4 8.5 17.4
16 to'19.9 6.2 2.3 7.7

20 to 23.9 3.5 0.8 5.8

24 to 2'.9 1.9 0.4 1.9

28 to 31.9 1.9 1.2

32 to 15.9 0.8

36 to) "0.9 0.4 . 0.8

1004 100.0 100,0 100.0

Mean 9 . 9 1 . 7 ,6 . 6 10. 2
SO '. 0 1 . 8 4.6 6. 9
Med tan 84. ' 1 . 9 6 . 1 9. 0

39
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Programs Viewed

,s..pPsigtkmaffliiMpetfkr:

Total hours viewed were categnrisad into nine prOgram catergories. Table 5.4

presents tho details of hours viewed in each of the program categories.

The children were also asked to indicate the three programs most enjoyed

over the week that they recoilled their viewing in the diary. Mose programs,

which were mentioned by at least five per cent of the children ars given,in

Table 5.5 which also shows the popular programs by sex.

. An examination of the tables reveals the overwhelmipg popularity of

programs which had as their main purpose the entertainment of the viewer and

confirmed the suggestion thai children sew television's function as providing

entertainment rather than inVormation or olucational experiences. tn

addition, in'terms of the fantasy-reality orientated distinction, the Content

of the favourite or more viewed programs, would cluster very heavily at the

fantasy end of the spectrum. Twenty-two.per cent of the children did not

watch any news or news commentary program. 62 per cent did not watch a

docuientary type program and SI per cent did not watch any children's educa-

tional type program. No documentary or children's educatkonal program was

rested by greater than 5 per cent of the children'in the three programs most

enjoyed%

Ot_ittLAInsis_of i_ltavitiarly_itwArALItthsour

The children were asked for responses to questions on some specific aspects

of their televis4On behaviour and to indicate their iesponse on a five point

sc4 le.

Do you watch TV alone?
Dow often do you watch TV before leaving for school?
Do y6u watch TV while eating your evening meal?

Always
Most Times
Sometimes
Almost Never
Never

4

3

2

The yesults of the respi,nses to the three questions are given in Table 5.6

and Figure 5.31'

4 0

4 9



bio 5.4 Hours Viewstlarksh..P..me.,.,..kt.tno2a*r
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l!purs Viewed Relative Frequency Per Cent

/40.1111F

10 w 259 News Documentary Children's
Educational

Religious Quiz.Audience
Participation

Sport Variety Drama Cart*.

`0 21.6 62.2 51.4 88.8 20.1 36.7 4.2 0
0.1 to 3.9 72.6 37.8 47.1 11.2 69.5 42.5 63..7 4.6 451
4 to 7.9 5.8 1.5 10.4 11.2 30.1 13.9

to 11.1 8.1 1.5 22.0 9.7
12 to 15.9 1.2 0.4 23.9 3.f
'16 to 0.4 17.4

20 to 23.9
11.2

24 to 27.9 2.7 0.4
2$ to 31.9

3.5
to 35.9

0.8.

.11.011.11111.

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
..e
100.0 100.0 100.0

MIen 1.6 0.3 0.7 0.1 1.7 . 2.4 3.5 14.1 3:9
3D 1.5 0.6 1.0 0.2 1.6 . 3.5 2.2 6.6 3.9

-

111
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Al4

il
ttle of the Network Stars

4§41ivans
lankoitty Blanks

100e House on the Prairie
1001ilt Srlat Variety Hour
AN Days

er Woman
Y v 41-Cleopatra Jones
Itirmdy Bunch

Aoco Herald Football Grand
'Pint 1

1oung Doetors
AMovie-Most World
Arppots
liet Smart
Ir. in Space

AlOs Bea Black Sheep
itagmnis Heroes
'Cricket test

Ilintsiones
ire-Fantastic Voyage.
; *-Sink the Bismark
'Nash

Itarsky and Hutch
lititlWillion Dollar Man

?royals
Category

s :

vramINgeow

,All Children ,- Boys

N 258 , N 130 16 128

No. Per
Cent

No. Per
Cent

No. Per
Cent

1

Variety 42 16 23 18 19 IS
Drama 37 14 11 9 26 20
Quit,Audienee 33 13 17 13 16 13
Participation
Drama 33 13 27 21
Variety 33 13 7 5 26 20
Drama 33 13 16 12 17 13.
Dram 32 12 9 7 23 18
Drama 31 12 18 14 13 10
Drama 29 11 7 22 17

Sport 23 9 19 IS
Drama 22 9. 18 14
Drama 22 9 14 C. a 6
Variety 20 8 8 6 12 9
Drama 17 7 10 8 7 6
Drama IS 6 7 S 8 6
Variety 14 5 11 9
Drama 14 S 13 10
Drama 11 9
Sport 11 9
Cartoons 9 7
Drama 9 7
Drama 8 6
Drama 7 5
Drama 7 5
Drama 7 S
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Table 5.6 Responses to Questions on Aspedts of Television Viewin; Behaviour

. Question Relative Frequency Per Cent

N 4 271'
Always iost

'Times
Some-
times

Almost
Never

Never

Do you watch TV
alone?

. 1.5 7.0 60.5 25.8 5.2

How often do you
watch TV before
leaving for school? .20.7 11.4 21.4 10.3 36.2

Do you watch your
TV while eating your
evening meal? 20.3 22.1 31.7 12.9 12.9

Apparently watching television before school was not an unusual activity;

about 32 per cent watched television 'most times' or !always' before school,
but on the other hand.36 per cent indicated they 'never' watched television

efore school. Television with the evening meal was also not uncommon with
42 per 'Cent 'always' or 'most times' engaging in this activity. Television
viewing tended to be an activity undertaken in the company of others; ordy
nine per cent of the children indicated that they 'always' or 'most times'

watched television alone.

Sex Differences and Television Viewin

The Variables associated with.television viewing were analysed for differences......_. _

related to sex using a simple one way analysis of variance. The results are
given in Table 5.7.

NO differences were found between boys and girls in the amount of time

devoted to television but there appeared to be clear differences in type of

programs and channels watched and in other aspects of television behaviour.

It would seem that boys watched more'documentary, sports and cartoon programs

than girls, while girls watched more children's educational and variety

programs than boys. Boys tended to watch more of Channel 7 than girls which

probably reflects the substantial quantity ef sports progrimi on this channel.

Boys tended to watch more before school and more alone than girls.

A visual comparison of the favourite programs of boys and girls shown
in Table 5.5 reveals some points of note. Girls seemed to prefer family

43
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(a) Watches TV Alone
704

60.560

10.

0

25.8

7.0

4

5.2

,
;

0-I
44

09.4
E4

I

O.
4,1

(b)Watches TV Before School
40

tit 30 36.2
4441 1 .4

e>
4.1 10

0 0
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.1 0 '04 Pi
614 Z 4.1 4 las

.1.1 14

g
41
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(c) Watches TV While Batirig
40

301.4 e

0) 20>
4.1 10

0

31.7

V
)4 M I 0 .1 1.1

X i 4.) 4) 0
X Cs >
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Table 5.7 Sex Differences and Television Viewin vioteha

44,4'Xik* 1* ' e;
otrur, 4..

." i '',." -..*:A, .40,v,..*.,.. . .., ,, .4.-..lioiu,
'... -. XI

.,

,

...1.1111.111.11Iiilddia

Variable

.011...........s.e.,.,...,,...*
)19Y1

Ratio
.Significance

.,: LevelN i1ik 138
. Mean SD Mean SD

Nburs Viewed - Questionnaire 29.6 12.8 25.5 11.9 1.9
I.

NS
I

'burs Viewed - Diary 29.4 12,2 27.4 . 11.7 1.8 N$
News ' 1.7 1.5, 1.5 1.4 0.9

4.
NS

Documentary 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.4 8.4 :0.01

Children's Educational 0.8 1.0 1.2 19.5 <0.001

0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 2.6 NS.Religious

Quiz. Audience Participation 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.5 0.5 NS

Sport 3.7 4.0 1.2 2.0 41.6 <0.001

Variety 3.0 2.2 '3.8 2.1 8.9 0.01
, Drama 13.6 6.2 14.7 7.0 2.0 NS

Cartoons 4.8 4.2 - 3.2 3.3 10.8 <0.001

AM) 10.1 7.0 9.8 6.5 0.1 NS

ABV2 1.3 1.7 1.5 2.0 0.5 . NS

HSV7 7,7 5.6 3.9 04.3 <0.001

GTV9 10.0 7.0 10.4 6.7 0.0 NS
/e

TV Before Svhool 2.9 1.6 2.5 1.5 5.0 <0 OS

TV While Liting 3.3 ' 1.3 3.2 1.2 0.9 NS

TV Alone 2.9 0.7 2.6 0.7 7.5 <0.01

71.
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..". ,ip bWI IFS m mmobjt ammumate- tammit-
ithaiectere while-sports type *ad adwenture.prostaia imeinated the boys".
.pesfeesac4z: Thks point Mini mil illustrated by-the fact that the girls'
favourite mires 'Little Howse on the Prairie' which was mentioned by Ji
per cent of girls was mentioned by less than fits per cent of the boys.

ct2±JMiThLLi0wl
Oath were collected on sspects of the. host background end personal character-.

istics of ,children which were hypothesised to be 4ssociatea with television,

ViCeiftit behaviour of children. Pearson's product-ement correlation co---. .

officients were calculated.
1.

Backeased 4n0 Television vittm

k. Table S.S gives the correlation coefficients between the hose buckgrour..11
liar table*. Table 5 9 shows Ow correlation coefficients between the tele
vision viewing variablen aril Table S 10 tthes-c, th correlatAon cooffloienis
between hone hactgrovrid varia.Nes onil television viewing variables Only
,:orrviaious Jorth reoi;h144 the five peg cent level of StigntfAcalCe tire thwro..

The claim ity a the correlat.ion cooeficientl between the hmte background
vaciable,A were sign111,;ant1r gre-ater thArt, :ero at the (ive per cent level

be 0.41r...to& fathers. In h g he f 4,UuS th. t 0 115. t erldVsl
better e.firc7te..1 arid have better Niut.iitv0 tinigits where thv 1.it.her was
bet ter e.11;i0iiSted hail 4-ore Ottidten

nigher stoitul.ftone* tended to eivi(sge greater p3renta1 contrQi Jisver

,h4i4rtn'l %try cittetvc4 bv the .orryiatikans betuven father's otc144-
aeA vd,,:4t4m, ratelltal tyto 4surrrtitrigi., eother't cduCatIon

,11.! aw-t 4iTe-sr to he related t,.-% rarentai twitrpl Alltapie iet Poe tenJod

on hut rhr etiNter-t More thArt one let zn
t htAlle eia'ac rl,t! te 3t 0,1 tct Vs! het 04.;, Vitt $011 Or both ...117'iet

t )rr t rtt;... At t %Void ti.1."4 !qui t3ni het, ..ta,) rat' 4," '30.el 3 kstto:Ir
let icw, r ti.. I 510 los,itr ftet ttt. "*.o thfilrr..at Ylt.11

a her r a nr,:%tut irt t,-P, ,4,94e tit hitctl" Set
t ; ,,a 4bitvc-,11- !,..1 t !Li e, I tt../

,1 ferrfat in tic*'. ra szkilt irle ,?et troosir,t
t f ikk !Frh..!"!-' r,r ftt r-.i t-- caper Irrxed in home 1/2

10 ;a1 a
',gar

'Or c I p.,te.at - -ctCt Vti), te.t. be` V r
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-Le OttlattftlirtiiiiktatheNd-bk#1111. ; ."^"

01110.W...1.1141.0.-

Me 2S9
1.11WIIMP.,1,1.111=.......1111=6141:=1111041

1 Father's tkrupatum

2 Father's Education

.3 Mother's Education

4 Children in Family

2 3 4

0,50 0.41

0,56 0.17

S . 6 7
all1M11.1101.

0.12

0.10 0.12

0.14

0.12
S Ndmber of TV SetS

6 Colour TV

? Psrental Control

0.33

0.10

Vimy.

a Only correlations utth 0 OS are given

An elimination of tht t.orrelation% between the teitIvIston viewing
vatiahles in table S 9 reveals several points of note. Heavy viewing was

associated with viewin4 acrvst all program categories except documentary
and heaving viewing was particularly A:150C toted witi' draaa type programs
and kattoons and the commercial I:flannels. Heaving bleating was also assoc-
Lilted usth viewing before shool, while eating and alone.

Tahle.4 lo shows the correlations herwevn home background variables
predi,toes an4 television viewing variables as riteria. The major home

1w24,gioand ,43riahles 1044k h were relate-41 to total viewing time were father's
ocitirsition 4541 edut-atipn tiothrr's education and level of parental contro1 .

ihildre;: of fathers with.high atiis o4.4:upations watched less television
3'4 41i.4.1 .N.41,1ren hose f ither s. an,1:or mothers were better 011442c:sited children
of fmre.,t,, cter,:iied ,ontrQl to.er thett chi'dren's %tewing watched. less
tele4Itt04:. 11;)4 re)atwn4hiu ,e4ned to diTlf aross the program cistegories
:1.1reP t :rthvr., why.) were ?,etter odti,ate4 seemo,1 to watyh moro doiuMentary
1.:,%.gr4.1,1 Ns! lc+, of ltott othvt ,ategorirs. The wat4hing of Channel 0 and

!..t r44.<.41 i rticr.tv.i t the ctittu. :It the (a011 I uhile 1.111id-
rc-. 1 01.4-t st 04:4,, 404 Ahezi more of I ?tinny 1 : bathzng

Ated tt!orc In ?r4rses'of low oLinpational

t ity .4 t :t44' .)14 t t' .:r1 t t 4. ...et'4N41 t u Itt
4.- : es! 44 " U.4 I !. ; 1,*, t t'a .4 1. Alt'

1..4: r t.r 1-. 1, ipAt II it I.171.; :to6

.1 4- '.' .t! 'suit I ç. lut c t tic ; (40/1.0 ."!.1.41 t et
I . c
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*. 259 - 271 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16

. ,

1 Total %iiellitris Tole 0.28 0.35 0.37 0.50 0.41 0.56 0.63 0.64 0.70. 0.16 0.44 0.71 0.36 0.26 .0.21

-2 :-News 0.22 0 0 -0.19 0.20 0.39 0.30 * .

3 .00cuttentary -0.10 0.38 0.11 -0.11 0.11 .

rhillirens, Educational 0.28 0.16 0.24 0.31 0.11 0.25 0.14 0.23 *
so

$ Re! wus 0.14 0.27 0.32 0,22 0.34 *
0r21 6113 . *

6 QUi! AudionCe
Pat top 0.16 0.30 0 36 0.27 0.63 0%10 . 0.19 0.30 0.1$ 0.15:

7 !..aport 0 10 0.22 0.18 0.48 0.30 0.14 *

8 %rat fief% 0.41 0.2; 0.48 0.27 0.36 0.25 0.17

9 Pt am, 0.32 0.70 0.29 0.58 0.15 0.20 0.24

10 Lartovqi 0.38 0.30 0.55 0.50 0.22 0.17

1111. 0.20 0.32 0.22 0.16

12

15 UM 0.11 0.12 0.1,8

1'4 0.28 0.12 0.12

is IN he tor r skhop 1 0.25 0.16

16 IN fth:le 1itt 0.14

17 IA OW, ht7ti A

on:, sotrvOtt,,n, ulth -1ten
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'Table 5.10 Correlations Between Predictor and Criteriaa

-*

7

'N * 259-271
Father's
Occupation

Father's
Education

Mother's
Education

Children
in Family

Washer of
TV Sets

Colour
TV

Porontal
Control.

Total' iewing
Moe -0.29 -0.27 -0.23 -0.26

'News. -0.13- -b.13
Jitacumentary 0.12

Children's Educational

Religious -0.14 -0.15 '-0.15

Qutz Audlence Partici-
pation -0.24 -0.17 -0.17

Sports -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11

Variety -0.11

1)rama -0.23 -0.25 -0.22 -0.17

Cartoon:. -0.24 -0.20 -0.11 -0.13

,ATV0 -0.33 -0.27 -0.21 0.12 -0.26

AWV: 0.12

-0.18 -0.18 -0.14

TV Before School -0.14- -0.18 0.10

TV Mile Lating 0.10

.TV Alone -0.10 -0.14 -0.12 0.13 -0.14
,-

a Otly Correlations with P<0.05 are given
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271 4 5 6. 7 8

1

'2

3

4,

'6

7

8

.Sex *

IQ 0.35 0.30 0.22

General Self. Esteem 0.55 0.57

Parental Self-Esteem i).36

r4,4 If Esteem

Schoso elf Esteem

Total Sf Esteem

Peer ASsociation

*

0%32

0.49

0.34

0:39

*

0.39

0.92

0.71

0.72

0.66

0.33

0.27

0.21

0.39

0.25

0.35

.1111

a Only correlations with P<0.05 are given

Sex was not correlated with any:of the-other variables and as would be .

expected reasonebly high correlatiorwexisted between the variables other than

sex, that is, intelligence, self esteem and getting on with peers varied to-

gether.

Tabl( 5.12 shows correlation coefficients bet*een personal characteristics

as predictors of television viewing.and television viewing varibles. Sex was

not correlated with total hours veiwed but the table shows sex as a variable

correlated with the time viewed in the different program categories except

news, reHgious, quiz and audience 'participation, and drama, confirming the

conclusion.; of the analysis of variance reported in Table 5.7.. IQ and total

viewing time were associated; less intelligent children tended to view more

fn total and more of each of the program categories except documentary and.

children's educational for which there appeareeno relationship with intelligence.

The more intelligent children viewed less af COannels 0 and 9 and viewed.less

before school and alone. Boys tended to view before school and alone more than ,

girls. It appeared that self esteem had little relation with television viewing

except a slight tendency for children of lower self esteem, particularly in

relation to parents and peers, to have viewed more cartoons. Children with lou

self esteem in relation to school viewed more before school. Getting on with

peers seemed to vary positively with the watching of sports programs but had

o significant relationship to total viewing, choice of channel or the other

aspects of television behaviour measured in this study.
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;Table 5.12. ' Correlations Between Predictors and Criteriaa

e

entre
Self
Esteem

arenta
Self
Esteem

r
Self
Estets

Self
Esteos

ta
Self
esteem

*or
Assoiti

Total Viewing
Tine

News
00cusentary
Children's .

Educe t local
Rel igious

, Quiz Audience
Part icipat ion

.,Sport
Variety
Drama
Cartoons
ATVO
ABV2
RSV7
GTV9
TV Before School
TV While Ea.ting
TV Alone

*

-0.18

0.27

-0.37
0.18
*

-0.20 .

*

*

0.16
*

-0.13

-0.16

-0.30
-0.13

*

.

*

-0.16

-0.12

-0.16
-0.31

-0.21
.-0.32

*

*

-0.17
-0.16

*

-0.11

*

*
*

..

*'
*

,

r

-0.12
-0.11

V

.

.

.

*

.

a

a

.

.
*

.

-0.12

a

,.

*
*

.
-0.11

*

*

*

*

l

0

.,.
a Only Correlations with P<0.0S are given
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were asked to rate nvera1,1 school performance on a 10-poik scale and whether.'

the child was'achieving to potential on a five point scale. The correlation_

coefficients.between the school performance variables are given in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13 givalattoilittjten Measures of School. Performanta :

N 271 2 3

1 School Achievement
(Teacher Assessment)

ComRrehension in Social Studies

3 Over/Under Achievement......a.

0.55 0.50

0.30

a Only correlations with P<0.05 are ven

Table.5.14 shows the correlation coefficients between home.background

factors, personal characteristics and televisipn viewing variables as pre-
.

dictors 01 school performance and school performance variables.

As would be expected t'he home background variables.and personal character-

istifs produced moderate to high correlations,.with the Performance variables

tlfcomprehension in social 'studies and teacher assessment of overall sc'hool

performance and these were in the anticipated direction. Home.background

appeared not to influence teacher assessment of over or .under achievement,

but girls, more intelligent children, children with high.self esteem and

children who get on hell with their peers seemed to be more likely to be
, e

rated by teachers as'Over achievers: On the basis of simple correlations

heavy viewers of television appeared to do less well at school both tn terms--

of overall performance as rated by teachers and relation to comprehension

in social studies. Children who were rated by teachers as doing well at

school watched more news, drama and cartoon programs and more of Channel 0

Children who performed less weal on the test of comprehension tn social

studies wa'tched more religious, quiz and audience participation, drama and

cartoon programs. No significant relationships were found betWeen teacher

assessment of over/under achievement and television viewing. "Children who

performed better at school tended not to be those children who watched tele-

vision before semi.

1/1
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.Table 5.14 Correlations Between Oredictors.and Criteria'xff:

5%

1.

V .' .

;

t..

pre ens on er I .er
* Achievedent in Social AchievementN * 259 -,27L

(Teicher. Studies (Teacher

' SackitrOund Varkabl e

,..s Father's Occupation 0.21 0.26
k Father's Education 0.15 ' 0.26

Mother's Education 0.19 0.24
Children in Family a

Number of TV Sets * *

Coleur TV 0.15

t..

Parental Control

Personal Characteristics

0.17 . * 0

..

Sex * * 0.19
, IQ 0.69 b.76 40.40

General Self Esteem 0.43 0.29 0.16
Parental Self Esteem 0.36 0.23 0.23
Peer Self Esteem 0.28 0.23 0.14
School Self Esteem _0.43 0.30 0.26
Total Self Esteem 0.49 0.33 0.23
Peer Astociation 0.51 0.27 0.28

Television Viewin&

Ijotal.Viewing Time r0.20 -0.16 I.
News . -0.12 '

Documentary
Chi ldren's Educat ional

10.11011
Quiz Audience
\Participation
Sport
Variety
Drama
-Cartoons
ATVO
ABV2
RSV?
GTV9
'TV Before School
TV While Lating
TV Alone

70.1s

-0.14 .

-0.14
.0.21

-0.14

If

a Onlyecorrelations with P405 are given
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cq '
.... All the clOdren except 'on's IftittiM haa ready access to television in

. .

_.... . 0

. t - , ,,, ,
...

'ihe home, The mean weekly yiewinglime was found-to be approximately 28

hours but there was considerable.range in.viewing time; anproxisatety kiee

quarter of the children viewed less ;hen 2(.0 'hburs per week and'approximately. .

one quarter viewed in excess of 404iours. Substantial viewing occurred

before school and while eating the evening meal; viewing tended to take

place in the company of others rather than alone. The most popular channels

viewed"were the commerctal channels especially Channels 0 and 9 and clear

evidence of rejection of Channel 2 ties recorded. Children tended not to
watch newso&umentary or educational programs, reflecting the function of

television primarily as a means of entertainment rather than education.

Sex was not a factor associated with the time spent viewing television,'

but was a factor associated with the choic4 of favourite, program and the

time viewed in 'the program categories.

Children who viellik much television seemea also to be children who

came from homes wh4tathe father was in a low status occupation end where the

father or the mother were lets educated, who were subjected to less parental

restriction on their viewing and who were-less intelligent. Children who
did less well at school tended also to be those children who' watched a large
amount of television.

54
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CIVIPTER 6

CAUSAL INTERRELATIONS

The bivariate analysis of the data presented in Chepter S suggests relation.%

Xhips of considerable interest in the xamination of the relationships be,
tweet% home background, perlonal characteristics,television viiwing and
ischO4I performance. In that Chapter causality between the variables was
not implied and the relationships were examined by considering only two

variables at a time. Nowever, .the relationships are litely to be more

complex; variation in a single variable will occur as a result of variation

In a number of antecedents and interrelationships are likely to occur be-

tween variables such that the impact of a single variable on another eay be

direct and in addition.Indlrect through other variables acting as inter-

mediaries ot intervening variables. Therefore it iapropesed in this Chapter
to un:Jertake a more detailed examilvatioh af the hypothesisedusal links
between the variables. le addition it is planned to estimate parameters of

the causal models advanced inaChapter 3. 'Fusing selected variables from the

sets of home background Variables, personal cgixacteristics, television4

viewing and school performance, causal path modelf were hypothesised in

Chapter 3 as showing the complex nature of interrelationships between the
variables. The variables included in the path models well father's occupa-
tin. parental control of television viewing, peer association, self

esteem, total television viewing time, comptehension in social studies and

overall school performance. It is proposed to presen; in th. Chapter the

results of the examinatiom and testing of the path models using multiple

regression analysis. In addition, it is proposed to extend the analysis

dr the-pattern of television.viewing 1,0 -canonical correlation analyiii in

order to provide a more parsiaonio14 description of the relatiOnship between

the factbrs.influencing television viewing and the pattern of television

viewing itself. Canonical analysis enahdes the olaminatton.of tho relation-

ship between a iet of variahles taken to he antecedents and a set of variables

AS the criterion.

The Path Models

model% were proposed for testing: one showing total television

. criterion. one 'including comprehension in social studies as a

school performance, and the other including teacher assessinent

school performance In each of the models. the path coefficients

Three path

time as thc.

mealture of

of overall

SS
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Lietadertil.m.d.......01Stancirdisediteitssionliehts for tIlleth Models

A:riterIon
ileeiures

160***010*****MOMMI.M***1111/

Predictor Measures

,1

thistemlerdised hegressIon Weights

Father's
Occupation

IQ Parental Peer Self
Control Association Esteem

TOtal TV
Viewing
Time

1/11/1//A

Peer Association -0.22 0.49 0.37 0.34 0.11

Self Esteem 0.99 0.16 0.84 1.00 0016 0_472

Total TVViewing Time 0.71 -0.24_ -2.89 1.41 0.27 0.43 0.18

Social Studies Comprehension 0.11 0.52 :o.sa :0.98 0.49 0.52 0.76 0.58

School Achievement -
Teacher Assessment 0.10 0.77 0.66 0.28 -0.19 0.77 0.59

.11.11.NIMM.11.MINIMIMM

Standardised Regression Meightsa

IQ 0.31b

Parental Control 0.12b 0.17b

Peer Association -0.04 0.02 .

Self Esteem 0.04

.0.34

0.28 0.10 0.24

Total IV Viewing Time -0.19 -0.24 -0.20 0.20 0.02

Social Studies Comprehension 0.04 0.7s 0.04 -0.00 0.04 0.08

School AchieVement -
Teacher Assessment -0.00 0.52 0.03 0.27 0.19 -0.01

s
Regression weights found to be significant at

bproduct-moment vorrelation coefficients found to be significant at the five per cent level

the ten per cent level are underlined
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were estimated by a series of multiple regression &market:with the ten per

cpnt level for the entry and removal of variables used to identify the sig-

nificant path coefficients... Table 6.1 presents the results of the initial

regression analysis with the path coefficients expressed as both unstaniard-

ised and standardised regression weights. The non-causal relationships are

shown by the product-moment correlation coefficients.

Figtires 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show the causel paths which were found to be

significant at the ten per cent level with those found not to be significant

at this level deleted from the regression analysis; the pathcoefficients

shown in the diagrams are the standardised regression weights. The correla-

tion coefficients for the non-causal relationships were found to be signifi-

cant at the five per cent level.

Fastors Influencing Amount of Television Viewing

/0

0.33

Peer Association

0.94Fatler's
Occupatlon

0.24
0.12

Pare.ltal
Control

0 .88.

Self Esteem

Total Television
Viewing Ttme

ftgure 1 A 1.ath :liatram for a Causal 4odel of Total Teleon
.e*ini Time
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Tile pith model hypothesised that the total amount of television viawing

would be influenced directly by the oceupation of the father, intelligence,

level of parental control,.degree of association with peers and.self esteem;

that father's occupation wuuld have an indirect impact through peer asioc-

iation and self esteem and that self esteem as an influence on television .

'41iewing would be largely dependent upon father s occupation, intelligence;

parental control and peer association. Non-causal relationship's between

parental control and IQ, parental control and father's occupation, and IQ

and father's occupation were also suggested.

The analysis confirmed the direct influence of father's occupation,

parental control of television viewing, and level of peer

associationLon television viewing, these factors accounting for 18 per, cent

of the variance. /he proposed relationship between self esteem and tele-

v.ision viewing failed to reach significance. The occupation.of the father

had a stall association with the level lf control of viewing exercised in

the home but was found hot to be significant in influencing the level of

peer association or self esteem. Self esteem.was found to be influenced

by IQ, parental control and peer assdciation. Parental control was found

not to influence peer association. The associations 6etween parental contral

and IQ, and Wand father's occupation were also found to be significant.

There are a number of points in these results which warrant discussion.

Children who experienced parental control of their television viewing

viewed less television, but the level of this control seemed to be related

to the social status of the home only in a marginal way.

Apparently, the way one feels about one's sea is not related to a

significant degree to father's occupation. However, the failure of this

gostulated relationship to reach significance may be in part accountefi for

by the tendency for a child's perceptions of himself to be formed relative

to those of his age mates within a single institution, rather than formed

within a brooder community setting. If the occupation of the fathers of

the children with whom a particular child associates are close in status

to the chiWq father's occupation, then it is to be expected that this

fdctor will have a less impact on the child's self esteem.

lhe result of most interest is the apparent lack of a relationship

between self esteem and television viewing. It .4as suggested that children

use television as a means of eFcape from their emotional problems and,

therefore, one would expc%:t that a child who has a low opinion of him/herself

, 7
58
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would match more television. The nick of re lisatioil of thii result in
this study seems contrary to the findings'of the majority of studies reported
in ChaPter 2.and particularly the Australian s y (Edgar, 1977) of the re,;'.

e: .iationship between selfesteem,and televisiOn v wing and other media use. 4,

Edgar was able to show ckearly low esteem chil en as the highestUsers of'

televinion, movies and radio but no-similar esult occurs in this study,
when total.hours viewed is the measure of television use. 'It is true, however
that the bivariate analysis showed a minor.negative correlatOn between Self
esteem and the viewing of.cartoons (r m--0.11). It May.be therefore that the..
use of television as a mechanism for escape may be related ta particular types
of viewing "rather than overall use of'television. The fact that cartoons are
heavily fantasy orientated in their content would lend .seipport to iihis poss.
ibility. Certainly thi's study throws some doubt on the escapism hypothesis

.

and it is appartnt that furthrr investigatiln is needed to.clarify tilts issue,

3n additsion,.it may he that the situation which FUru (1971) suggested as
applying to Japanese children applies Melbourne children: that is, that

excessive television viewing is not the mechanism for escape but that activ.
ities such as thinking alone, playing sports, 'keePing'a diary fulfil this
futIction.

The bivariate analysis reported iji Table S..l2 seemed to indicate that -

no relationships existed between the time devoted to the yiewing of television
and peer association except that children who get on well with their peer,;

tended to'view more sports programs. IWwever, in the mUltIvariate analysts

of the data the relationshtp between peer association and total television
viewing time did merge as signtficant when the impact of the other vartablel.
of father's occupation. intelligence and parental control of television
viewing were taken into account The path coefficient between peer assoc-
iation and total teletiston viewing time was cignifIcant at the same level
as wai app 1. led to t he s ittpl C correlation coeff icient. that v.'. per
i.nt..

re1evt!..ion Iewttle And S...hoo 1.Performance
_

wo Inea 'inTe% of ;% nnul per (orma to: e Ivy re 11%e ompi hen?. ton In soc 1.11 ;.t
and over.; 1 1 st hoot per forma nt: e As rat ed t4y t ear het I t t+-oth se . the model

t hes ; sed t ha t hoot per 1 orma ni. e woo l .1 be .51r e. i n 1 oe n4: b Ia t he r ' s
ot. opat ton. tot ell; gen. e par ent a 1 k-ont tsl , peer also.: tat 1-on and se f esteem
and t ha t t he amoont ot t el e. i s ion Inc, would .; 1 so a tfect hool per t

e a tx1 !ha t t t's.t rig won Id in impol n in I Cut tug it it' I 4.V

het ween 1.4 t-he; s t 101). int e ! 1 igen. 0 1..1 1 çfl a I ont ro 1 er .4 4,41 tt!
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ai WI' fasted" ift lut-tc IN school achieYessent

It should be noted that school achievtiaent is being esasined ). the
*models atter ,controlling for intelligitse. However, it .14s possible. and

ittdeed probable, that tate-n%ave th lson viewing over the ufe of the
4:htld +4,11 int`tuenve intellectual deetelopoont (13aary and retery,
Collage fLataihation 80.0;4. Report of Advisory Panes on the -cholastic
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of teir-Wlion
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Colfrehension_an_Social Studi.s The analysis failed to confirm a direct

impact of father's occuvittori. parental control, peer association and self

estecm on comprehension in %octal. studies. and shoes intelligence as the

maw fator determining comprehension in social studies. The amount of

television vtewtng ts shown to have a minor but positive.impact with the

two factors of Inteiligence and television viewing tpgether accounting

for 5,8 prr cent of the variance. it would seem that the viewing of tele-

ision has 3 beneficial effect on school performance in this area after

vontrolling tor the effect% of intelligence or general ability.

.2tverail School Achievementeihm!1s:spstasept_ As indicated in Figure_

) the factor,4 f-rom: to be significant in influencing overall school

performatw( rated by teachers were intelligence as tPe mi6or factor,

pert ass,,, i3tion And 4.1.:1 e.,teem %sloth approximately 59 per cent of the

lu ft.thool performatue twin), accounted for by these factors.

lather'% os...t;p3tion .And the amount of television viewing were found not

to evert 4n tnflqt.nLe significant at the 10 per cent level Children who

mere rated h) their teat:hers as doing well at school are thos.: who are

mote intelligent, get on well with their reer4. and who have a high self

regard tot tlwaseives It apprars that the ovcopation of 'he father,

s.,arelAal t!le amount ot television viewing do not affeCt

hool perform.ime, at least it i% rated by the teachers.

311- nurort Pf points of interest tr: the results of the study
!hi -e;..ite to tele4.1*.1on ,..ie%ing and s t s impact On St: hool ptliortnithce,

:ki t .ibi1 it ;1!z.lootOrtured tly

t ; t rs: i t.,tetait. t fti,;ba getting or, with peers and
.,. 0"; -. I v. If te. i i..s.rt,rr.w. e rated by feather., but to
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Fataer'
Occupat LOfl

0.12

0.31

vf04.44,q' "iv!

0.33 3,

Peer Association,i

.94

0.24

0.88

Parental
Cont. rol

Sel f Es teem

k. 0.53

0.64

0.19

Television
ing Time

Overall School
Performance -
Teacher Assessment

tgtirs Pa t h turam for a Causal Model of Overall School
kjiieWainit-7TeactierKii-essmt-int
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.The blvaritte anilytis produced negative correlations, significant at

the five per tent level, between total television time and overall school'

performance and performance on the test of-comprehension in social studies;

these correlations were reported in Table 5.14. However, in the multiple

regression analyses, this relationship did not emerge as significant. rhe

path betweer total television viewing and overall school performance failed

to reach si ificance at the ten per cent levet although the sign of the

. coefficient was negative, and the path between total television viewing and

comprehension in social studies reached significance but as a positive re-
,

lationship. This result highlights the possibility of reaching hasty con-

clusions on the basis of simple correlations and of the necessity of viewing

relationships in this area within a broader context of interrelationships

between relevant causal factors. On the basis of the multiple regression

analysis, it could not be concluded that the amount of television viewing

has any impact on overall .chool perforMance but in relation to a parti

cular component of school performance, that is, comprehension in social

studies, it does have an impact such that watching television seems to

i

f
prove performance in.this area when the factor of general ability is also

iaken into consideration.
,,

On the.hasis of these results, there seems to he no justification for

the stand that watching television harms school performance and therefve that

any curtailment of television viewing would improve school performance. Less

time spent watc.hing television would not necessarily mean more time spent on

school work. As pointed out earlier, the introduction of television tends

to replace activities which are functionally related to it, (going to movies,

reading comics) with a lack of effect on activities such as school work which

are not functionally close to television viewing.

The positive relltionship between television vicwing and comprehension

in social studies needs clarification. There can be no challenge to the point

that television does broaden the experiences of chilgren and, although they

tend not to seek oat television fur an educational purpose, a good deal is

learned while being entertained, although much of what is learned in this

wa may have little Oirect relevance to the school curriculum. However, watch-

ing television does involve visual and auditory skills and it is these aspects

which may provide at least a possible part explanation of the apparent pos-

itive relaronship between watching television and porforKance on a test of

comprehension in social studies. The test of comprehension in social studies

ti,.ed in this study is a content free, multiple choice, objective test in
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which much of the material is presented in pictorial and graphical form and

thereforerinvolving visual skills whiCront might expect to be sikilar to

those exercised during the watching of television and which are capable of

.being transferred :to.the classroom situation. Consequently, it may be that

the positive relationship between television viewing and perfJimance on this

test of comprehension in social studies is to be expetted.

Canonical Analysis of the Pattern of IelcaillisTililvtijIL

Multiple regression analysis enable3 the examination of one criterion measure

at a time. In the above analysis, the total houis ipent:watching television

over a designated seven day period was the method used-to measure the child's

use of television. Yet the child's 'use of-television_is multi.faceted in

nature involving not only how much ts vievld but also program choice, Channeli

preferred and other aspects of viewily behaviour such as when the viewing

took place, whether the viewing occurs alone or in company, and the uature of'

the other activities that might be engaged in while viewing is in progress.

-The study provided data on hours viewed in nine program categories, hours

viewed for each of the four channels and information relating to the frequency

of viewing before school, alone and during meals.

Three canonical analyses were undertaken'on each of three sets of

television viewing variables as criterion measures, and in each of these

analyses the variables sex, father's occupation, IQ, peer association, self

esteem and degree of parental control of viewing formed the set,of

pacdictor measures.

Hours Viewed in Program Categories

Table 6.2 shows the results of the testing of successive latent roots in the

canonicA4Nuealysis of the data relating to ihe nine program categories as

criterion variables, and the measures of sex, fatLer's occupation, IQ, peer

association, self esteem and degree of parental control of viewing as the

predictors.

Two of the roots were found to be significant at the 0.1 per cent level

while the remaining roots were not significant at the five per cent level.

Thus it was concluded that there were two ,tatistically significant ways in

which the predictor variables were related to the criterion measures.

From an examination of the transformation weights and particularly

the structure coefficients in Table 6.3, it c.an be seen that the first

canonical criterion factor, which extracttAi 13 per cent of tne variance, was

`
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Table 6.2 .Canonical Anal sis tween Predi tors and Criteria
ro ram Cat ories :

UCCOSS Ve ten CHAS

00001010011111.11*

"Nab.: of Roots
Removed

Canonical

A R2 ..df
'N.

I 4.57 6.12 147.74 54 <0.001

2
- 0.47 0.22 -. 96.31 40 <0.001.

3 0.26 0.67 30.60 28 NS

,
4 0.16 0.63 12.19 18 lE

5 0.11 0.01 5.03 10

b 0.08 0.01 1.84 4 NS
)

mainly concerned with the viewing of sport, cartoons and audience participation
.

type programs contrasted with the non-viewing of-children's educational pros-
.

rams. The second canonical rriterio.i factor, which extracted 24 per cent of

the total variance after the first'canonical varlate was extracted, involved

viewing across all,eategories except news and sports contrasted with the non-

viewing of documentary programs. The firat canonical vitiate of the predictor_

measures seemed to be heavily reluted to sex and also marginally related a;

father's occupation and parental control and extracted 19 per-cent of the

variance. The second canonical variate of the predictor measures could be

'described as a home background, intelligence, degree of parental control factor

with a sex influence and:extracted 19 per cent of the total variance.

Table 6.3 also provides canonical correlaAons and the redundancy ot she var-

iance of the criceria given the predictors.

The analysis showed a relatively strong correlation between thc first

pair of canonical variates (fic= 0.57, 11 a 0.32); boys who came from homes

Wnere the father was in a low .status occupation and who experienced less

parental control viewed more sports, cartoons, quil and Sudience participation

type programs and less children's educational progrlms. A moderate correlation

existed between the second pair of canonical variat-s (1-tc = 0.47, lec .= 0.22).

Children who viewed across most program categories particularly drama, re-

ligious, quiz and audience participatioh, and variety type programs and non-

viewers of documentary type.programs, tended to be children of lower IQ, from

homes where the fathei wos in a lower status occupation and where parental

control of viewing was less and to be girls. The results of this analysis

would seem to indicate that children watch quiz and audience participation

7
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Table 6.3 Transformation Wei hts and Structure COeoficients for non al
Ana ys s n r ctors a riter a rpgran tetries

Transformation
.Weights

Structure i

Coefficients

Predictor Measures Ul
=11110111111.M.441.1.1.
Sex -0.86

Fathmr's OccupatidM -0.26

IQ -0.07

Self Esteem -0.02

Peer Association 0.22

Peroptal Control -0.23

......1.114..11

Variance Extracted 0.19

Criterion Measures VI

News 0.01

Documentary 0.22

Childrent. Educational -0.31

Religious_i 0.03

QuizAUdience Participation 0.26

Sport 0.61

Variety -0.36

Drama 0.04

rtoons 0.44

Variance ixtracted . 0.13

Canonical R. 0.57

Canonical le 0.N2

Redundancy of Criteria
given Predictors 0.04

66

. U2 U1 1)2

0.47 -0,91 0.37-

-0.45 -0.34 -.0.61

-0.58 -0.16

-0.07

0.21

-0.33

-0.62

0.16

. 0.26

-0.41

4.11

0.04

.0.48

a

0.19

V2 VI V2

0.20 0.15 0.21

-0.30 0.20 -0.34

0.101 .0.32 0.45'

0.29 0.00 0.59

0.27 0.30 0.53

-0.17 0.74 -0.03

0.10 -0.20 0.52

0.45 0.81

0.54
24.121.

0.24

0.47

0.22
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programt not for the information that they might provide but for their
entertainment value. The appearance of a moderately high .loading of re-

ligious prOgrams on the second canonical factor of the criterion set might
'be explained by the lack of alternative viewing on Sunday mornings and
therefore reflect addictive viewink habits rather than preference for .

ret.igious programs.

It is the measure of redundancy which indicates the strength of the

relationship for it shows the propoilion of the variance in a tot of measures

accounted for by the factor of the other set. In relation to the first set

of canonical varlates, it can be seen that the first factor accounted- for four

per cent of the variation in time.viewed in program categories and the sec-

ond factor accounted for five per t4ent of the variation in the criterion
I

measures:-

Channels Preferred

In Table 6..4,*the results are given of the testing of.successive latent roots
using the same predictor meaiures as Ihe analysis immediately above and the

hours viewed of each of the faur television channels.

Only one of the latent roots was found to lie significaot at the 0.1

'per rent level and all others were not significant at the five per cent level.

Thus there was one stattstically'significant way in which the predictor var-

iables were related to the criterion measures.

An examination of Cable 6.5 which shows the transformation deights and

structure coefficients for the two sets of canonical var. .tes, suggests that

the canonical criterion factor mainly concerned the viewing of comniercial

channels, particularly Channels AIVO and GTV9 and not viewing the national

channel A1W2. Ihe canonical criteuion factor extracted 30 per cent of the

variance.

An examination ot the stioctur'e coefficlentA of the predictor set in-

dicates that the canonical variate relal..'d to home background, intelligence

and parental control and extracted 21 per cent of thy variance.

ihe two canonical %,arlates were moderately related 02 a 0.52,

- 0 I It would ,seen the children preferied the commercial

channels especially Channels 0 and 9 were those who came from homes where

the father was in a lower status occupation, who were less intelligent and

who expel-ion ed Le!.." parental control of their
%. Iht: home backe,rolind,

Intel It tIO. c a lid pat en ta I con t ro 1 t t I' at' Ottlit for ci ght per cent of the

ariat ion iii ime ewed tor ea. It hamlet .

67
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Table 6.4 Canonical Anal sis between Predictors andsCriterla

: ueVa-filiarcarSuççiiáTe
1

Latent ts

Number of Roots
Removed

0.10.0.01111111......111.0.

Canonical
R R2 df :WI,......

1 0.52 0.27 101.97 24 01.001

2 .0.23 0.05 20.44 15 NS

3 0.13 0.02 6.35 8 NS
f.

4 0.06 0.00 1.51 3 NS
Warru11...... .

Table 6.5

1000

Transformation Wei hts and Structure Coefficients for Canonical
Anii371ITEitween r ctors ana-tilter a Cilii-eriols-75.74)

Predictor Measures

Transformation
Weights

Structure
Coefficients

U

Sex -0.00 -0.10

Father's Otvupat ion -0.72

-0.67

Self 1steem 0.17 -0.12

Peer Association 0.27 0.06

Parental Control -0.53

4

Variance Lxtracted 0.21
---------..---
Criterion Measures

- -

ATV 0 0.82 0.89
_

AfrIli -0.21 -0.19

ILSV 0.14 0 2 2

GM 9 Ø.7 0.5$

Vat' iance rat: tts1 0. 30
. .

Canoe 1:al 8 0. 52

Cailt)I1L-aL R 0 . 2 7

Redundancy of CriteriA given
Predictors 0. 08

_
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Table 6.6

. 'c

Canonical Anal sis between Predictors and Criteria Ospecta of

e" s"
Coot s

Number of Roots - -Alp Canonical
Removed R 41

3

,

0.29

0.11

0.09

0.08

0.01

0.00

TM.

ZS.90

5.53

Z.24

Is

lo

4

0.0S

NS

NS

Tab Isv '6.' TransformiNtion Weithts and Structure Coefficients for CanOniCal
Anai Itsitwegn Preilictors SATZ riteria (Aspects arliitiMECii
Behav our

Prodwtor Mea,urtN

Se%

hit her 's 01/4.:npat tn

IQ

Svlf Estom

Peer A svo: tat ton

Parental Control
_ _ ._._

1artance txtravtva
_ -

Cutterton 4CA+UVes

V,
110n.

h Belot Sk hoo

%hilt. tat tng

i\tVA,:tVd

0111. R

CA:KInl...1.1

iteall1111/41.01 Ot : 1101 I L 4:11

Ls t I.

Transformation Strwture
Neikits CoefficieiT

V% UI

-0 .S4

-0.08

-038

11

0 6:+ 0 ?
0 6.: 0.75

0 2 7

0

0 t1$

it, 0.1

tb9

4.
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. Other _%Amts_o_Liele......9AtLnayillAs.

The chilklren's responses to questions relating to whether viewing was.-ea-

. gaged in alont,before school or while eating the evenikg "ma were also

sull'ected to canonical correlation analysis.

Table 6.0 shows thafthere was only one way in which the two sets of

vartable were significantly related At the five per cent level.

fl exasinattan at the transformatton weights ami Structure coefficients

in Table t.' reveals that the Canonical V3r13to of the criterion set mainly

related to viewing lone and before school and that the.canotieal variate of

the prodt:tor set mainly related to home background, intellitence. parental

:entrol wtth 3 heavy sex Influence. rhe :Anon11 variate of.the :riterion

neasures extruted 4: per :eat of the rartance. thy %;4110Itt41 NLAZIAte of

the erv.11:tor seasures extri:ted 23 per :eat of the vartance.

rhe :orretatton between the :anent:al uarLates wa,*.not partt:ularly
...-

V3I but there was a :tear tonden:y for the chadren

valo viAtOuNi hefore s:hool and alone to by boss ibilo were less intelligent. who

:.AMO from homes where the father was In a toaer status oo:opatton and who

axperxenied Ie.: : 1.entat :ontrol of their viewing habits, thts fa:tor

onted for four per :vitt of the i.art4tion in the measures of other aspe:-ts

of toter t;ton tew...ng

are a numt.,rf of Nints of tateresc Arisiu out of the :anonI:al

.*orrelatIon Jrial'.Nli A the relJttonshtps between :4'rtatn home ba...kground

And porional ,hara,tortst,i on the one hand and telelftslon vlewtng varlahles

oh the other !he arkitylIN supported the earl ter concluston that se was Itt
ovortant . t Ole rt Jetermining *hat vias wat%:hed on televi.iton. It alio
showe.1 that the '.,around of the hooks:. Intelltgeme ind Jegree ot parental
oxitvol were vaport.n)t tn LneluenIng what was wut:hed oti tele-
,. s ton t er 0 i I o foport.int tn Jeteruttn Ing halm.: 1 s preferred ,

whet.lier .iewing 0%.....Irre'd atone An*.I before school .lithough in the ;..i%w of
$,Low.trIg aloho anti !Netoro skhoo 1 was s..omb rued with the home hai:kground.

Intel t. igenve int1 pirent.i!

Summari,

Ihe o t tt t inodels gettc .1 I I nfirmed the unport.ime 01 the t.i..tors o home

h. ,,.roul).1, parental .ontrol, intelligem:e and isso:ittion with peers In
Infli t ot al cline dulation spend wat:hing television., the iflthI
;1/4itod tieg3 t tv4: rk.Z3t touNhtp hetween Ne 1 f esteem And iiitewing was

'0
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not foilnd which throws some doubt on the function of televia6 as 3 means
of scape from persional problems. The relationship between peer association
and total televisi'm viewing time did not eventuate from the bivariate cor-
relation analysts but was significant when the impact of the variables of

father's occupation, intelligence and parental control were taken into account.

children who experienced high levels of parental control watched less tele-
vision but this facAor was found to be associated with the home background as
measured by the occupational status of the father only to a relatively minor
degree.

rht If4)0t (a:tor affecting school performance was found to be general

ability 41 measured by the intelligence test used. Teachers tended to rate
children who glt on well with tbeir peers and have a high selcesteem as

performing better at school. Negative relationships between school perform-

an.:e a.1 televiton viewiftg found in the bivariate analysis were not sig-
nificant in the muttivariate analysis. When..elligence was controlled.

there appeared to be ao significant impact of television viewing on overall

.sicheol perfo:v.ince. tNut significant henefi:ial efect occurred on perform-

Airco in soct41 studies comprehension from teleNi'sion viewtng.

Sovs whose fAthers were in lower status occupations and who experienced

lower lei ot parentAl :ontrol viewed more sports. cartoons and audience

partL:tpatton t4pe programs And le4s children's educatIonal p.rograms. litewerS

of progrx.. :ttegorles eWept news And sports, oombined with the non-iewtng

oi Jo.:4meAt4r. progr4m... tended T.: 1.7,e lower l. to hae, fathers In lower

Nttt:i o:,:upat !ons. to hae experienced less parentAl control and to be girls.
:htt:Irer from lomes whore !he fither was empl.:yvAi ln A tow status %'%:,:updtion

And who were :ess lnte:Ilgent And who experienced leS3 restriction on their

,.lewinl Toth:Ai to ,.!ow. nore of :...!artnel* ) And 4 Bos who were less

t-om home, %nor: the fither %a, ;n A :0* occupation 4nd
who

:ootro! ).:ewed nivre t,efore schoot And Alone
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CONCLUSION

The purposes of ihis inquiry were to present a description of the television

viewing habits of Grade 6 children in Victorian Education Departmentixiatry

schools withln)the metropolitan Area of Melbourne; to examine the nature of

the relationships between factors found to be relevant in explaining tele-

vision behaviour; and to examdne the relationship betiqpia.odevision behaviour

and school achievement.

The investigation was undertaken within the broader contert of the

educational environments of the home, the school and the Peer group which

were recognized as the major environmental situations, but also incorporating

the media as an important component. The investigation was undertaken with

the realization that these components of the-educational onvironment were

interrelated in a complex manner to affect the socialization protess and

educational outcomes.

Data for the study were collected from a two stage cluster sample of

271 children in Grade 6 of government primary schools in the metropolitan

area of Melbourne. It was recognized that there were primary schools in the

independent school system with substantial enrolments in Grade 6 and con-

sequently the sample could not be considered to be representative of all

children in the grade group in Melbourne; therefore any generalizations from

the results of this study would have to be confined to the state school

_sys.tcm, In addition. a simple random sample was not employed because

logistic difficulties involved.- ihiri-te-Cogntring that there would_be_a

design effect on the sampling errors as a consequence of the departure from

the simple random design it was considered that correction for this factor

was unnecessarily complex given the essentially exploratory nature of the

investigation. It should be noted, howeVer. that the levels of significance

employed were thus more liberal than they would have been if allowance had

been made for design effects. Thus for factors which failed to reach

significance in the analysis there would be less likelihood of their attain-

ing significance if more conservative procedures had been employed, while

for those rWsults which have been re7lorted AS signifizant in this study,

there would also be less likelihood of their emergence as significant in

future investigations which made allowance for the design effect in testing

for significance.

*
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_Data for the study were.colrected by,a questionnaire administered to the

students sampled, by tests of intelligence, selfesteem and comprehension, In'

social studies, and by a diary of television viewing.over a perIOd of seven days.
A questionnaire was also completed by the teneheet'of the studenes.in the sample.
The tests and questionnaires were administered during July 1977 and.the diary of
television viewing was completed over the period July 3a to August S. 1977.

In this way a complex body of data was gathered to eneble a descriptical of th9

pattern of television viewing and to examine and test causal.models uf the

relationships between certain home background vatiablei, personal'eharacteristics,

television viewing and school performance. The statistical anatyses used iikol ed

simple descriptive statistics, bivariate correlation and multiple regression
analyses, and canonical analysis.

The hypothesising and subsequent testing of causal path models of the

interrelationshimbetween home background'variables, personal characteris-
tics, television view ing, and school performance represented an approacq not
previously employed in studies into the factors affecting television use hy
children and enabled this investigation to cope more efficiently with the

complex interrelationships between the variables. In addition, the incor-.
poration of the school performance variables into the path model enabled a
closer exakination of the relationships:between school performance and home
viewing of television. Past studies into the relationship between television
viewing and school performance had produced mixed and inconclusive re.itilt.,

largely because of their failure to take.into account the factors other than
television use which were likely to affect performance at schbol. The
impact of televdsion on_school performance was likely to be Marginal anyway
and in those circumstnaces it was mr.st important that'in analysing the data
an attempt was made to control for as many of the other var.iables as prac-
ticahle. This stud,- was abltx.to Lurik_up_iome interesting conclusions regard-
ing the relationship between school performance and television viewing and
point to questions fur further investigation in this arca.

lt should be pointed out that the nature of this investigation nectisi-
4tited that the 'measurement of the variables which were con.4idereA as being

related to television viewing and school performance and the crite rion
variahles of television viewing and school performance themselves, be in
terms of ah,solutc levels rather than changes over time. It is suggested

that a c4earer insisht into the impact of television on schoot achievement
would he gained if change in school performance he measured over a
limited period of time and the relevant features of the edu%atio;ial environment

t
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inqiuding media usage related to .thist change. It is recogeized that this

approach would necessitate fakrly large scale longitudinal studiet of the

ptob.lem.

The imilti-taeeted.nature of the pattern of television behaviour was also

recognIted in this study. Television behaviour involved not only how MO

ma% sotched. hu* 4:no what was wAtched, and other aspects such aS When the

vical.ng <A:cu1et:4, whether it occurred alone or in company, and what other

aetisitie4 sight he engaged in while the tetevision Set.was on. The stud),

souot to cIteln0 the relatioeships between home background variables and ;

pctsonal characterietect on one hend and television behaviour as a multi-

faeeted i,ariable through the use of caneeieal,correlation an4lysis. Three'

canontLAI analyses were undertaken. In each analysis sex. father's 'occupa-

tion, intelligeiwc. Nelf eeteem, peet association and parental control of

tOrvInton VIvioing formed the sot of predictor measures while time viewed in

nine program Tegortes, time viewed for each channel and whether viewing

curred bvfore schOol, alone or while eating, were le three sets of criterion

iseautec This sophisti.isted multivariate statistical tect,nique enabled the

drawiug of concluNionc About the underlying faetors in both iheyredictor

Ind criterion set-, aad the correlation between thee and represented an

Advancement un dolicplo regression analysis which enabled the exawination of

onh one .ritcrion MCW.Urr at a time.

Results of the Stucy

Che the Ntudb confirmed the important influence that television

the ,lies f children; All the childree except ont had ready acces%

ind',1.(1drca devoted on average a very substantial pait of

their to it-, ,v,r lhe mean arage view.tng time over a seen JO,

T1,r1,,! 3S ee,ot.dej.in eAc :telml;NR diary amounted tO 24 1 houts. with :5 per

t/tv ,h1lAl cuitni; in exce.,s of 10 huis. The hildren preferie'd

vruKrAw. entertsioed rather than those which had an educaticeat purciase

an.! the Otnilke ot .haonei rev'qed .1 marked bla In fAivour of the Lommercial..,

channels. partic:ilarlv fhannels 03tid 9, and ai.ay from Channel 2. Ielevvcia

belorr; wa% enga4vd in most tioes by approximately one third of the

,:hildreh. but t turthct third indicated that they never watched television

rtort: school, approximately iQ per cent watched television while eating the

enin),! meal and .01ly atrout ten per Lent usually watched televi,,lon alone.

Mery anwarvd to hv, ditferethe In the totw that boy, (ir

,.(!1', devoted to *0-Iri,tf-?1 hut alffervnte.- appe4r in



eprogram choice and favourite programs. Girls se i to prefer family situa-

tion type and wariety.type programs with a Seavy ....Ainance of female theme-
.

ters while sport& and adventure type programs dominated the preferences of

boys.

The study confirmed the.importance of home background variables and

personal characteristics as important influences of television viewing
patterns. The simple eorrelations showed negative associations between the

amount of television viewed on the one hand and father's occupational status,

. father's and mother's education, and degree of parental control "43f viewing

on the other hand. High parental ammtrol seemed to be assoclated with less

viewing across program categories and with 4ess viewing alone. Children of

better educated fathers wat hed Aore docunentary programs but less of mast

other program categories. IA negative relationship was found between the.

viewing of ()tunnels 9 an44 on the one hand aild father's occupational statuS
. and father's and mofh'er's education on the other hand while children of

fathers in high sIatus oc potions watched more programs on Channel 2.

Watching television before school and alone occurred more in homes of low

occupational and educational statirs of the father. More intelligent children

viewed less television overall; no significant relationships were found

between intelligence and the viewing of tiLmentary and children's educationll

programs. rhe more intelligent children viewed less of Channels 0 and 9 and

viewed less before school and alone..90o significant relaiionship between

self esteem and television viewing was found except for a slight tendency

for cnildren cf low self esteem particularly in relation to parents and peers,

to have viewed more cartoons. thildren with low self esteem in relation to

shool ipied more before school. It was found that getting on with peers

variod 'po%itivel wtth the watAing of sports programs, hut had no signifi-

i3nt relationship to total viewing time, choit:e of channel, viewing before

.;...hool, alone or ;Nth: eatioe the evening meal .

fte te,?mng ot th .;mu\.i1 path model or the factors influencink th.?

total time spent w.i ti television showed the Ikey variables to be father's

o%kupation, ricer association and level of parental control,

these tactors togethlr 3,,..00nted tor 18 per cent of the variance in total

teleA,1,7on tet..rig.timc:411 The po,tulated relationship-. between father's

otktt.vattpn 4tma peer a--o,iatioh, tather'-. occopition and self ysteem parental

ritr' pv-1 i maii.om.,ind -elf p..tee- nd total television ii. .ing

I .1"c- ! ' re' t .01 v
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,The canonical correlation analysis of the pattern of television viewing

revealed a tendency for boys who came from homes where the father was in a

low status.oecupation and,who experienced low parental control to view more

sports, cartoons, quiz and audience participation type programs and less

children's educational programs. Viewers of most of the program categories

except news and sports, combined with a bias away from the viewing of docu-

mentary type programs tended to be of lower IQ,'to have fathers in lower

status occupations, to experience lower parental restriction and to be gfrls.

Children, from homes where the father was employed in a low status occupa-

tion and who were less intelligent and who experienced lower levels of .

parental control preferred to watch the commerciii channels especially

Channels 0 and 9 and not to watch Channel 2. Boys, who were less intelligent,

whol,came from homes where the father was in a lower status occupation and who

experienced less parental control of their viewing habits, viewed more before

school and alone.

with respect to the relationship between television viewing and school

performgnce, the simple correlations showed moderate to strong relationships

between home background variables and personal characteristics on the one

hand and the measuresof school performance on the other. On the basis of

simple correlations heavy viewers of. television appeared to do less well- at

school both in terms of overall performance as rated by teachers and in

relation to comprehension in social studies. No significant relationships

were found between teacher assessment of ovor/under achievement and tele-

vision viewing.

The testing of the causal path model which incorporated overall school

performance showed intelligence, peer association and self esteem to be the

factors influencing overall school achievement; these factors accounted for

59 per cent of the variance in school achievement. The postulated impact of

father's occupation. parental,control and total television viewing time on

school achievement failed to reach significance.

rhe testing of the causal path modl which incorporated the test of

vomprehenAlon in social. studies showed the substantial influer,ce of intelli-

gence on performance in this test but also showed a minor nut positive impact

of television viewing; these two factors accounted for SA per cent of the

variance tn performance on the test of cOmpreheasion in social studies, The

postulated influence of father's occupation, parental control, peer associa-

, tion and self esteem on comprehension in stn:ial studies failed to reach

cignificant.e

4)
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Implications_for Further Research and Practice

The study was carried out within the theoretical context of the educational

eAvirbnment as proposed by Keeves (1972) but with the recognition of the

media as well as the home school and peeilroup ate important components of

that environment. The study focused on-Zeleision as a major part of the

media and sought to articulate the factors influencing the use of television

by children and the impact of the use of televieon on performance at school.

Causal path models were hypothesised and tested using multiple regression

analysis and the pattern of television viewing was examined using canonical

analysis. By the use of these statistical techniques meaningful results

were obtained and showed these techniques to be both appropriate, feasible

and necessary for the effective examination of the complex relationships that

existed in this field of research. Researchers into the area of media use

and its impact should seriously consider employing these statistical tech-

niques in future studies.

The results of this study point to a number of specific questions which

should be the subject of future investigations and for which the techniques

described above would be appropriate.

The study included self esteem as a key variable with potential for

explaining television behaviour in the belief that a child who had a !ow self

regard would view more television because of a desire to escape from the

emotional and psychological problems which contributed to the low self esteem.

HoWever, the resOts of the study did not find support for this escapism

hypothesis when total hours viewed was tlre measure of television use, but

discovered a relationship between the heavy viewing of cartoons and low self

esteem. The possibility of a relationship between.self esteem and type of

program preferred would be a worthwhile subject for further exploration.

However in this.study it would he necessary to recode the raw data to carry

out such an inve!stigation.

the investigation produced s4-me interesting cunclUsions with respect to

the relationship between television viewing and school performance which

would prmvide questions for further research. Simple correlations between

total television.viewing time and viewing time in program categories on the

one hand and teacher rated ol.erall school athievement and comprehension in

-onial itodieh on the other generally ..howed the relati )nships to be negative.

However. Y.hen the technique of multiple regression was employed in the test.

ing ot the plth no ..irnititant relation,hip between overall sthool

8f)
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periormante and total television viewing time was found. Moreover, it wis

discovered that television viewipg hsd a positive iMpact on performance on

the test of comprehension in social.studiee Over and aliovo the impact of

intelligence. ,It was recognized that there 'Were limitations to the reliab-

ility of teaCher estimates of overall school performance which.would have

consequences for thq magnitude of the doefficients involving this variable

in thq model, and that the positive impact of telev.sion viewing on compre4-

hension in social studies !Light be the consequence of the nature of the

particular test used. -Howover, despite these qualifications it might well

be that watching television could have a differential effect on sehool per-

formance dependent upon the particular aspect of school perfOrmance being

wasurod and the type of programs. The relationships between i'ype of progrms.

viewed and particular components of school performance is suggested as an

issue for further investigation and one where canonical correlation inalysis

would be an appropriate statistical technique.

Tte study showed parentat control of television viewing as an important

variable influencing the amount of television watched. However, the study

did not attempt to examine in detail the factors influencing parental control.

In the tliusai models, non-causal associations betWeen parental control on

the one hand and father',; occupation and intelligence on the other were

assumed and afthough significant correlations between 1.arental Control and

father's occupation and intelligence were found in the data for this study

their magnirode was small. Within the limitation of the reliability of the

measuze of parental control it was apparent that the important factors influ-

encing parental control were exogenous to the cauw0 model hypothesised for

the study. Further investigation is requi-red in order to gain insight into

the factors which aii'ect parental control. The need for further stud, of

this variable ts strengthened when it is realized that of all the factors

which have been fkmild in this study t inflaence viewing control by paren's

is the one which would be mt,st malleable. The degree of parental control of

television viewing would be a,reflection of tha lttitudes of pirents to this

medium and the media in general. Parents who were concerned about the amouat

of teI6ilion that their children watched would consciously control the

expurtf of tLcir children to televi,.ion. The findings of tot study suggast

that if other groups in the community, for example, school teachers who might
.

a:so be conker:lei. se:,) to concentrate their efforts on persuading parents

that they should ,:ontrol the viewing hahiv.s of their children then greater

effects might he achieved. Huweve:, it Oiould he rioted -qt that this study

'78
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prvided no "upport for the proposition that school performance would be

harmed by television viewing and tberefore any argument for more parental
control of television viewing on the basis of the results of this study
would be misplaced. However, the arguments for the greater control of

children's viewing might be based on other groUnds; for example, the desir-.

ability of children engaging in other leisure pursuits or because of the

possible impact of television on children's tastes, attitudes and social
behaviour.

4

Pakental control of viewing could be exercised in a variety of ways; by

parental example, by providing a range of other worthwhile activities which

would atiract the interest of children away from the television set or by

more authoritarian measures. It is suggested that worthwhile future research
might concentrate on discovering themost effective techniques by which parents
might control the way their children use television.

In addition this study did not take into account the way the school

might directly affect the viewing behaviour of its pupils. It would appear
that more and more teachers were using the television experiences of the

children in the clasproom and as a consequence one would expect that this

would exert an influence on the viewing habits of their pupils. The relation-
ship between the attitudes of teachers towards television and the viewing

behauiour of their pupils would be an interesting aspect to explore in future
research.

This inquiry was undertaken with the general objective of investigating

the interrelationships that existed in the educational environment of children
with an emphasis on the role that television, as an impolIant element of the

mass media, performed in association with the.other components of the educa-

tional environment in influencing school achievement. It was an exploratory
study of a complex problem. It has described the television viewing behav-
iour of Crade h childrsm in government primary schools in the metropolitan

area of Melbourne. fhe data collected were used to explore the factors

influeming t levision +.iewing behaviour and to test hypothesised models of

the relationship between home background, peTsonal characteristics, tetevsion
viewing and school achievement. While this study has not proriwed definitive

conclusions. it has shown that multivariate techniques can-and should be used

in investigations into the-area of me.ila use by children. In adjltioa, it

has directed Atti:ntion to a number of area, which could usefully he investi

gated fnincr, and has made ionic, tentative reccmmiendations associated with

educational pra%tike
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